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Student
 
wins
 
$4,900
 
in 
contract
 
dispute
 
By
 
Gloria  
J. 
Debowski
 
Daily
 staff 
writer  
Charging
 
that
 the 
Music Department
 broke its con-
tract
 
with
 
him,
 an 
SJSU 
graduate  student 
in 
music  was 
awarded
 
$4,900  by 
the State Board 
of Control last 
Wednes-
day. The 
three
-member
 board reviews
 claims 
against the 
state. 
Doug
 
Tidaback,
 a 26
-year -old trombone player living 
in 
Santa  Cruz, 
said he 
told
 the board
 that the
 Music 
De-
partment 
and Richard
 Knab, 
past 
chairman
 of 
the  de-
partment,
 had not
 fulfilled 
promises  
of
 keeping 
him on for 
10 
months
 in two
 positions
 in the 
department.
 
After
 working 
as both a 
student and
 graduate
 assis-
tant
 
in 
the fall 
1984
 
semester,  
Tidaback  was fired 
in
 th, 
Women's
 
group
 
seeks
 
A.S.
 funds
 
Group requests 
special
 
allocations
 
By David Wenstront 
Daily staff 
writer 
The Women's Center is seeking $3,000 to 
sponsor Women's Week in March and the 
As-
sociated Students Board 
of
 Directors is 
scheduled to decide today if it can request it. 
The Women's Center,
 a campus organi-
zation that 
provides  literature and a referral 
service 
for women, is an 
A.S.-budgeted  
group. As such, 
it cannot be funded through 
A.S. special allocations unless the board 
waives a budget stipulation
 prohibiting regu-
larly -funded 
groups
 from going through spe-
cial 
allocations.
 
"Having had our budget slashed just 
about in half, there's no 
way we can run a re-
source center and put on that week as well," 
said Tricia Keen, one of three Women's Cen-
ter coordinators. "That's why we need to re-
quest this 
money."  
A.S. allocated the Women's Center 
$8,855  
last year. For the 1985-86 school year, 
the  cen-
ter was allocated 
$4,375.  
If allowed to go through special alloca-
tions, the 
Women's Center's request will 
come before the special 
allocations  commit-
tee next semester. The committee reviews 
requests and then makes recommendations 
to the board for a vote. Any recommendation 
for $200 or less is not required to go before the 
board for a vote. 
"We missed the cut-off 
date for this se-
mester," Keen said. 
Women's Week will be held 
during  the 
first week of March to coincide with Interna-
tional Women's Day, 
March 8. International 
Women's Day, a yearly event celebrated in a 
number of countries, began  in 
the early part 
of this century, Keen said. 
Keen said that the 
Women's  Center 
hasn't worked 
out the details for Women's 
Week yet. 
"We've 
kind
 of brainstormed 
but we 
haven't gotten down to brass 
tacks," she 
said. "In the past, we've had 
a number of ac-
tivities during
 that week, including 
workshops, concerts and
 lectures." 
Keen said 
the center 
hopes  to raise 
money 
during  Women's 
Week
 by selling T-
shirts,
 buttons and 
charging  for 
concerts
 and 
other
 events. The 
center  might 
also
 hold a 
fund-raiser  before
 the event, she 
said.  
Keen said
 the 
Women's
 
Center,
 which 
has about
 10 women
 actively 
involved,  
needs
 
women 
interested  in 
working  at 
the  center 
or
 
women  who 
would  like to 
offer ideas 
about  
what they
 would like 
to see the 
center
 do. 
A 
major 
function
 of the 
center is to 
assist 
women  with problems, 
Keen  said. 
continued 
on back page
 
spring
 
1985 
semester He 
said 
the 
$4,900 is what he would 
have 
earned  
in
 the 
spring  
semester.  
"I didn't 
think  I'd have 
much  of a chance
 because it 
was the 
state  against the
 state," 
Tidaback
 said of 
filing 
the claim with
 the State Board
 of Control. 
The  board, how-
ever, 
concluded that
 Tidaback had
 a written 
promise
 of a 
job,
 was working
 in that 
position  and 
should  be paid 
for 
the 
balance  of the 
semester, said
 Gerald Jones,
 analyst 
for
 government
 claims for the
 board. No 
one  was at 
fault,
 
but 
commitments  of 
this sort must 
be kept. Jones 
said. 
"Mr. 
Tidaback  moved out 
here  (from Illinois) 
on
 the 
basis of 
that
 offer and depended
 on the income,"
 Jones 
said. 
It all began 
when Knab 
recruited  Tidabaek
 prior to 
the fall 1984 semester. 
Knab offered him the departmen-
tal jobs in a letter of intent but did not have the authority 
to do so, said 
Arlene  Okerlund, dean of Humanities and 
the Arts. 
"Knab was responsible for hiring
 student assistants 
and graduate assistants
 but this is normally done on a se-
mester basis," Okerlund said. 
Knab was 
replaced  by Gus Lease as chairman in 
spring 1985 and is no longer with the 
university.  
Okerlund
 would not comment on reasons for Knab's 
leaving. "That's a confidential matter between Knab and 
the university," Okerlund
 said. 
After his first semester in both jobs 
Tidaback was 
continued  on 
back page 
Duncan
 
Hall
 fire
 assessed  
Arson squad 
inspects
 
ruins
 
By 
Alison  C. 
Ziganti
 
and Herb Muktarian 
Daily staff writers 
The 
State Fire Marshal
 arid the arson 
squad  
have inspected 
the  damage but 
have
 not yet deter-
mined 
the cause of Tuesday's 
Duncan  Hall fire. 
Interim 
University  Police Chief 
Maurice  Jones 
said 
that the inspectors 
gave no further 
informa-
tion, but
 that the incident is 
under  investigation. 
Ron
 Montgomery, SJSU director of 
environ-
mental health and 
occupational
 safety, said the uni-
versity should be informed of the cause 
"pretty  
soon." 
The fire destroyed one end of a laboratory table 
and several ceiling 
tiles directly above it in Room 
413, a chemical supply room on the fourth floor of 
Duncan Hall. 
The tables
 in the laboratory room hold 
glass  de-
canters containing 
various  chemicals, including 
acids. But Russ Lunsford, 
UPD information officer, 
said  that none of the chemicals were
 involved in the 
blaze.  
Room 413 
sustained
 smoke damage to the 
floors, wall, windows and the
 ceiling. 
Montgomery
 said that it should not take long to 
get the lab 
back in shape and that cleanup 
should 
begin
 soon
 
AIDS awareness 
week
 
to 
host  guest
 
speakers  
By 
Denver  
Lewellen  
Daily
 staff 
writer 
In a 
major
 effort to educate stu-
dents,
 
faculty
 and 
staff
 at SJSU 
about  
AIDS,
 
Student  
Health Services will 
present,  "AIDS 
Awareness  Week: 
An
 
Exploration 
of a Medical
 and Psycho
-
social
 
Phenomena,"
 
beginning  
Mon-
day. 
Funded 
partially 
by Associated
 
Students,  
AIDS 
Awareness  
week 
will  
host a 
series of 
guest 
speakers,  
rang-
ing from 
local 
health  
officials
 and in-
structors
 to 
AIDS  
patients
 and 
poli-
ticians.  
According  
to Dr. 
Robert  
Latta,
 
assistant 
director 
of
 Student 
'Health 
Services,
 the 
various
 
presentations  
will 
cover the 
following  
AIDS
 related 
issues: the 
evolution 
of AIDS as 
an 
epidemic  in 
our society,
 the 
preven-
tion of AIDS,
 the 
relationship
 be-
tween AIDS and 
public policy, the 
relationship
 between AIDS 
and sub-
stance
 abuse, and the
 psycho-social 
issues 
of AIDS. 
Guest speakers
 will include 
David 
Burgess of the Santa Clara
 
County Health 
Department,  who will 
discuss
 safe sex practices: Pat 
Nor-
man, the coordinator of Gay and Les-
bian Services of the 
City and County 
of 
San Francisco; and Dan
 McCorqu-
odale, California
 state senator, 
who  
will
 discuss AIDS and 
public  policy. 
GALA 
spokesman  Steve Stein is 
optimistic about the upcoming 
events.
 
"The Gay 
and  Lesbian Alliance 
of SJSU 
wholeheartedly 
supports 
AIDS 
Awareness  Week," Stein 
said. 
continued on back 
page
 
The fire broke out about 7:45 p.m. Don Ramos,
 
battalion chief, said that including time to set up 
their equipment, it 
took
 firefighters 20 minutes to 
extinguish  the blaze. 
Room 413 was unoccupied when the fire broke 
out, and the remainder of the building was evac-
uated. Jones said. He said that one female student 
complained of a burning sensation in her chest but 
said she would go to her doctor Teusday. 
AP approximately 9:15 that 
night  Kym Bersuch, 
campus plumbing supervisor, was called in to shut 
off the natural gas flow to the 
fourth  floor. Duncan 
Hall, which 
is headquarters to the Science 
Depart-
ment, contains more than 2,500 gas 
valves,  which 
feed the department's Bunsen burners. 
"I killed
 the gas to the fourth floor only, 
rather  
than
 kill the main gas line which 
would  shut it off 
for the entire building,"
 Bersuch said. 
Vi San Juan, SJSU facilities development and 
operations energy manager, 
said  one main concern 
last night was whether lab animals were endan-
gered by the 
fire. She said they knew there were a 
lot of animals in the area, but they did 
not know ex-
actly where they were in relation to the fire, No ani-
mals were injured. 
Classes 
were
 held as usual in Duncan
 Hall yes-
terday, but 
the room remained 
closed  for inspection 
by the fire marshal
 and arson squad. 
Tension
 
mounts
 
in 
EOP  
lawsuit
 
By 
David 
Leland 
Daily staff
 
writer  
Two EOP
 
counselors  taking 
opposite sides on a $5.5 
million
 
lawsuit  
filed  Sept 
5, exchanged words and 
shoves  Friday 
when
 they clashed 
in the EOP 
offices,
 
according  to 
University
 Police 
reports. 
Luis 
Saldana
 
has 
filed  a personal damages suit 
against 
Estela  Nanez 
and five 
other  
defendants.
 The 
two 
confronted  
each
 other in 
the reception
 area of 
the 
EOP 
offices at 
about 4 p.m.,
 according
 to Russ 
Luns-
ford, 
UPD  public 
information  
officer.  
The 
police  report 
states  that as 
Saldaria  tried 
to 
leave 
the  reception 
area
 he was pushed
 by Nanez 
and  
was rammed 
into  a doorknob. 
Words were then exchanged
 and UPD was called 
"There  were no 
arrests  made and 
no criminal 
chargeif lied," Officer Terry
 Edel said 
continued on back page 
'I 
didn't
 think
 I'd 
have
 much 
of a 
chance 
because it 
was  
the state 
against
 the 
state.'  
 
Doug
 
Tidaback,
 
music 
student  
Ken 
P. 
Ruinard
 Daily
 staff photographer 
Mie 
Schneider
  Daily 
stall 
photographer  
Top. San Jose Police and Fire departments respond to a 
call reporting the fire in Duncan Hall 
Tuesday.  Above, a 
fire -damaged storage 
cabinet  in Room 413 remains 
closed. An arson squad inspected the damage yesterday  
and the cause 
of the fire is still under investigation. 
Faculty, 
CSU  
to 
bargain
 
Contract
 
negotiations  to 
begin
 
this  week 
By 
Shannon
 Rasmussen 
Daily  staff 
writer 
The first bargaining 
meeting between the
 
California
 Faculty Association
 and the Cali-
fornia
 
State  University Board of Trustees for 
the 19116 contract 
begins  this week, since both
 
parties
 have publicly 
stated  their proposals
 
The CSU made its 
bargaining proposals
 
public last week
 and some points were 
almost
 
totally opposite to the CFA proposals 
made  
public last month, said Scott 
Rice,  SJSU Eng-
lish 
professor  and CFA
 chapter 
president. 
"The CFA tried
 to give every 
possible 
signal
 that it wanted 
to
 cooperate
 with the 
CSU. 
Our  own contract 
proposals
 were very 
restrained,
 and we indicated we 
wanted to 
compromise seriously." 
Rice  said 
Rice said 
some of 
CSU's  
proposals
 were 
an almost point
 for point 
rejection
 of every-
thing the CFA
 has done. 
Jacob  Samit, assistant 
vice chancellor of 
employee  relations 
and trustee 
negotiator,  
said both CSU
 and CFA have 
suggested 
changes and 
depending  on the 
different  
points, 
there are some 
disagreements.  
For example, 
Rice  said the CSU has 
talked  about 
faculty
 development,
 but it re-
jected all CFA 
proposals for the
 program. 
Suggestions
 
made
 by 
the 
CFA  
for
 
devel-
opment
 
included  
short-term  
absence
 
with 
pay  
for
 
approved
 
conferences,
 
workshops
 
and 
other 
professional
 
meetings,
 
faculty  
ex-
change
 
programs
 within
 and 
outside
 the 
CSU 
system, 
specialized
 
work 
schedules
 to 
pursue
 
scholarly
 
activities,
 training
 or 
retraining
 of 
benefit
 to 
the  
CSU
 and 
in-service
 
training
 
programs
 to 
increase  
faculty
 skills
 in 
such
 
continued
 
on back
 page
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A 
watt
 
saved 
is 
a 
class
 
gained
 
According
 to the 
chancellor's office of the 
California State 
University  system, 
SJSU is 
using  too much energy. 
Last year 
the chancellor's
 office 
allotted
 
SJSU more 
than
 $3 million 
for  energy costs,
 
and the 
university
 went 
over
 that limit
 by 
$360,000.  
This 
year SJSU 
has been 
allotted 
more
 
money, 
but we're 
still 
spending  too 
much. Al-
ready  the 
university
 is 
$100,000
 over 
its bud-
get, 
and it's 
only 
November.  
This  is 
cause  for 
concern  because
 as of now 
we're going
 to have 
to
 pay the 
extra 
costs  
ourselves.
 
In the 
past, the CSU system
 paid for the 
differences in the
 19 school's energy
 bills. If a 
campus spent too 
much, the CSU 
system 
would  absorb the 
cost;  if it's energy 
bills were 
under  budget, CSU would 
reclaim the money. 
This year, 
however, the 
system has 
changed. 
Each
 California 
State  University 
must
 pay its own 
deficit. 
That
 leaves 
SJSU
 in 
trouble.  
But there
 are two sides to 
this coin. If en-
ergy
 officials emphasize
 conservation and 
money
 is ultimately 
saved,  SJSU could 
spend  
that
 money however it 
wanted. We could fund
 
another
 class, receive 
funds for more 
teach-
ing
 assistant positions; 
we could pinpoint a 
need a fill it. 
Another reason for 
increased  energy use, 
according
 to SJSU energy manager Vi San 
Juan,
 is that conservation has become a low 
priority here. Lights are left on unneccesarily, 
and enforcement of 
heating  and ventilating 
standards are lax 
or non-existent. 
However, 
San Juan believes that energy 
conservation here really wouldn't be that dif-
ficult. Much of 
the  groundwork has already 
been laid, and now 
only the interest and coop-
eration must be stimulated. 
By December, 25 buildings (almost half 
the total) are scheduled to be hooked up to a 
computer that would monitor energy use. The 
Music Building is hooked up to such a system 
right now. The system works by 
monitoring  
temperatures 
in buildings and turning on and 
off fans and 
lights automatically. 
San Juan has 
other  good ideas, such as 
turning the 
lights in the soft 
drink  machines 
off. 
We
 don't really need
 these lights. 
Energy  
conservation
 is 
a 
good
 
idea.  
Be-
fore
 we 
can  use 
any 
extra  
money,  
we've 
first 
got to 
get 
within  
our 
limit.  
Certainly
 a 
univer-
sity
 that
 stays
 within
 its 
allotted
 
budget
 
looks  
better  
than
 one
 that 
exceeds
 it 
by
 
several
 
hun-
dred
 
thousand  
dollars.
 
And 
although
 energy
 prices and
 supplies 
Increased 
energy use 
at SJSU can
 be at- are 
stable now, 
every bit of 
gas  and 
electricity
 
tributed 
to
 the larger
 numbers 
of computers
 saved 
today leaves
 that much
 more for 
the fu -
on 
campus,
 which 
require
 air conditioning
 ture 
Small 
gestures
 
add  
up
 in 
the
 
end  
A 
few.  
weekends  
ago,  I 
slopped
 to 
relax  and 
notice 
things 
around 
me. I'm 
usually 
so
 busy 
rushing  
around  
try-
ing  to fit 
things 
into  my 
schedule  
that I 
forget  about
 the 
Little 
Things  that
 are so 
important,
 and the 
care that
 goes 
into 
making  
them 
happen.
 
It
 was a 
couple 
of
 weeks 
before 
Halloween,
 and 
my
 
mom 
had 
decorated
 our 
house 
with
 all the 
right 
things
 to 
help  us get
 into the
 spirit 
- a bowl
 of orange,
 lemon,
 and 
chocolate  
pumpkin  
candies; 
a white 
mesh 
ghost  with 
a 
flowing
 gown 
hanging 
from a 
doorway,
 a 
smiling
 black
 - 
caped 
witch 
hanging  
on
 a 
doorknob,  
and  a 
couple  of 
orange
-stuffed  
pumpkins  
silting 
on the 
family 
room 
shelves  
with
 tiny 
orange  legs 
dangling
 over the 
ledge. 
If 
it weren't
 for these
 type 
of
 things,
 I probably
 would
 
have 
forgotten  
it was 
Halloween,
 especially
 since 
I had to 
go 
to class 
on 
Halloween
 night!
 My 
mom 
plans  ahead
 for 
festivities,
 
buying
 the 
paper 
plates,  
napkins  and
 decora-
tions  in 
advance.  
That  way,
 there's 
time to 
enjoy  the 
pre. 
holiday 
and look
 forward
 to it. 
Cards 
are  
another
 nice 
Little 
Thing.  
For  both 
Hallow-
een 
and 
Thanksgiving,
 
my
 mom 
sent 
cards  to 
my 
brother
 
and 
sister,
 who
 don't 
live 
at
 home 
anymore,
 a 
week  and 
a 
half
 in 
advance.  
And she 
would 
never 
be
 caught
 forgetting
 
one 
of our 
birthdays.
 She 
also never
 forgot
 to 
send
 us oc-
casional
 
shoeboxes
 
of
 cookies
 and 
fudge 
when  
we
 were 
away  in 
college.  
Now I 
admit  that
 I could 
never 
match  my 
mom in 
re-
membering
 all 
these 
important  
Little 
Things.  
She's  good
 
at 
it.  And 
so
 are other
 
people.
 
I'm 
spoiled  
because
 these
 Little 
Things 
have 
always
 
been 
there.  And
 since 
they 
have
 been, 
I probably
 
haven't
 
put  much 
effort 
into
 planning
 them 
myself.
 
But I 
stop
 to 
think  of how
 dreary
 life 
would  be 
if no one 
took
 the time
 to 
send
 a 
thoughtful  
card, 
chat
 with 
some-
one for 
no 
particular  
reason,
 be nice 
to a 
stranger,
 save a 
piece 
of
 
paraphernalia
 for a 
friend  
who  will 
appreciate
 it 
or 
dress  the
 home 
or office
 with 
holiday 
or 
birthday
 
deco-
rations.  
A 
long life
 is not 
guaranteed
 to 
any of 
us. 
Anybody
 
could 
acquire  
a serious
 disease
 or be 
involved 
in an 
acci-
dent 
and  die 
at any 
minute. 
Right 
at
 this 
moment,  
thou-
sands  of 
people 
are  dying 
all over 
the 
world.  A 
kind
 deed 
canceled  
for a 
perceived  
lack of 
time 
can't  be 
given  later
 
Michelle
 
King 
if the person isn't around 
or if the time isn't right any-
more.  
The Little Things don't even take very long. 
You can also do Little 
Things for yourself  like 
treating yourself to a hot fudge sundae while you watch 
"St. Elsewhere" or "Dynasty," or jog
 5 miles to feel to-
tally renewed and healthy. Other Little Things you can do 
for  yourself could be buying that new 
outfit  you've wanted 
but can't really afford, getting together with a friend you 
rarely see or just being a bum for a few hours without 
feeling compelled to do anything constructive. 
Big things like school and your career are important 
of course, but the Little Things are just as important.
 
They sustain us through the days and weeks. They keep 
the joy in life when we're so bogged 
down  with homework 
and projects that 
we can forget who we are at times. They 
remind us of who we are and why we're here  to enjoy 
life and to appreciate and to communicate with others. 
Family and 
friends
 aren't Little Things, of course, 
but we tend to take them for granted sometimes. I some-
times forget to ask my family members or a friend about 
their lives in general, or about how an event they 
were in-
volved in turned
 out. These are the important things that 
need 
to
 be done, just as important as that 
term paper 
that's due tomorrow. 
We should all try to remember the Little Things
 in life 
because 
without them the big things don't really matter. 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
Greeks trolley project impressive 
Editor,
 
I have lived in San Jose for seven years now, being a 
refugee from the East Coast. I would like to commend the 
Greeks for the work they've done in the restoration of the 
local trolley. I lived in downtown San Jose for the first 
four years and I was appalled at the damage that frater-
nity parties 
tended  to cause to the local neighborhood. 
I must say that I am quite impressed by the efforts 
made by SJSU Greeks to recreate historical San Jose. 
Keep 
it
 up! 
Maria R. Sison-Merchant 
Junior
 
Sociology 
'Doctor'  sees 
only
 shame in 'cow
 tipping' 
Editor,  
This letter
 is written in 
disbelief of the
 Friday Nov.8
 
issue of 
the Spartan 
Daily,  in which 
there  was placed
 an 
ad for Plank
 Road Beer.
 
I've never been
 so offended in my 
life!  The reference 
to "cow tipping" was 
appalling   especially as 
some  sort 
of sport! This was a sick,
 sick day  shame on 
you.  
Why doesn't
 someone  try tipping
 over a sleeping 
bull?  
That  would be a 
sport!
 That would take 
guts!  That 
would be fun  
especially  if that 
someone
 ended up with
 a 
punctured 
lung or a lacerated 
kidney! I'd just 
laugh.  
Cow tipping 
for sport indeed. 
What's  next? Feeding 
diabetics  candy canes 
for
 fun? 
Even
 though I myself don't
 drink, I'm encouraging
 all 
my friends from 
church  not to purchase 
Plank  Road Beer 
due 
to obvious endorsing of this 
vulgar practice. 
All Spartan Daily
 staffers should 
hang
 their heads in 
shame. 
"Doctor"  P. Anderson 
A.S. Director
 of Communications
 
Accolades  for 
closure  deferral
 
Editor, 
I was very
 pleased to see 
the  San Jose City 
Council  
not
 act Nov. 7 on 
Dr.  Fullerton's 
proposal  to close San 
Carlos 
Street.
 I hope the proposal
 is tabled indefinitely.
 
I once lived in the
 campus dorms 
and went to 
classes
 
across 
San  Carlos Street 
almost
 daily. Not once
 did I feel 
endangered  or see 
anyone  else in 
danger.
 Most of us are
 
adults; we 
know
 how to cross the 
street on our own.
 I have 
also 
lived  near 
university
 campuses 
crossed by much
 
busier streets,
 and never was 
aware that students
 were 
unable
 to cross the 
street  safely. 
What  is 
hardest for me to 
understand is the 
arrogance 
of the
 university, 
which  has for 
many  years been 
turning 
its face 
progressively 
inward
 from the 
community  at the 
same  time it has
 swallowed 
more  and more 
of the com-
munity's  land. If 
the SJSU 
campus
 is to become
 livable 
and 
exciting, it will 
be because of the 
attractions it 
offers,  
not 
because  the campus
 is protected 
from
 harmful influ-
ences in the 
outside  world. 
Let's be honest
 and say what
 everyone 
knows:  The 
SJSU campus 
is
 dead. Let's think
 about closing 
San  Car-
los  Street after 
SJSU
 has become 
an
 bustling attraction
 
and
 demand warrants
 it, not before. 
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Letter
 Policy
 
The 
Spartan 
Daily  
encourages
 readers 
to 
write 
letters. 
Bring  
them 
to the 
Daily  office 
in 
Dwight 
Bentel  Hall 
or
 
to the 
Student
 Union 
Information
 
Desk.  
All letters 
must 
hear the writer's name,
 
signature,  
major,
 
phone
 number and 
class 
standing.  
Phone
 
numbers
 
and 
anonymous
 
letters  
will 
not 
be
 
printed.
 
The  
Daily  
re-
serves 
the right
 
to 
edit  
letters. 
The  Crow's
 Nest 
C. Martin 
Carroll  
Wait 
and see 
0
 
NE OF THE 
MOST BASIC 
underpinnings  of 
the American
 republic is that the people 
should have the 
information  with which to 
judge for 
themselves  what is best for 
them and for 
the nation. 
Americans
 should be given 
some way to 
influence their 
representatives
 on issues of 
importance to their interests. 
Imagine the 
reaction of Americans 
if they 
discovered that their
 elected leaders  
or
 worse yet, 
profit
-minded, unaccountable 
corporations   
decided to take such
 matters into their 
own  hands, 
shutting 
off  the public's voice 
on the grounds that 
the  
people don't know 
what's  good for them. 
I'm 
not saying this is what 
the  nuclear power 
industry is attempting
 to do, but a post -Three 
Mile 
Island ( 1980) 
study  of American 
nuclear
 and non-
nuclear
 scientists has made 
me suspicious. 
The SJSU 
Journalism
 Department 
has 
organized an 
"energy conference"
 for journalism 
students  starting 
tomorrow.
 In the packet of 
information sent to 
participants  was a glossy 
pamphlet entitled 
"Nuclear
 electricity: Who stands 
where," published 
by the U.S. 
Committee
 for 
Energy 
Awareness,  a private committee 
composed 
of energy 
utilities
 and major electricity
 consumers. 
I take 
exception to the views
 of many scientists 
in 
the study quoted 
in the pamphlet. 
More than 
900  scientists were asked their level 
of agreement
 with the following 
statement: 
"Scientists
 should restrict public 
statements  on 
science 
policy matters to areas
 of expertise." 
A 
majority ( 59 percent) of (self
-described)  very 
pro -nuclear scientists 
and of all scientists 155
 
percent
 I agreed with the statement, 
while about 
three -fourths of the 
very
 anti-nuclear scientists 
disagreed. 
Anyone who 
agrees with this statement is 
dismissing 
the importance of 
one of the most 
important freedoms 
Americans possess: freedom of 
expression. 
Merely because I am not an expert on 
cognitive  
development
 and 
criminal psychology, 
do
 I have no 
grounds to 
speak out 
about  the best way  to 
prevent  
child abuse or 
handle  abusers? Should 
only 
constitutional
 experts feel free to express an 
opinion  
on the 
Equal  
Rights
 Amendment? 
And  are political 
scientists 
and politicians the only people qualified to 
vote in 
elections?
 
Another
 
finding  of the study, 
which could be 
deduced from the 
results
 of the above question,
 is 
that anti-nuclear
 scientists are far more
 likely to 
publish
 articles in popular 
periodicals
 rather than  
submit their 
writings  to technical 
journals,  
where  
they 
are  subject to 
peer  review. 
THE
 RESEARCHERS 
CONCLUDE  "Our 
ability to make informed 
judgments about 
highly technical 
issues  necessarily depends in 
part on accurate knowledge of the views 
of relevant 
experts. The experts may be wrong, or their 
opinions 
outweighed
 by other factors, but their 
analyses provide an invaluable
 resource to policy 
experts 
and other citizens. . It 
is important that 
their views be 
communicated
 accurately to 
larger
 
publics. In the case of nuclear 
energy,  however, 
some crucial
 links in the chain 
of 
information
 
leading from the scientific community
 to 
the  
public
 
seem to be missing." 
The Journalism Department's reason for 
sponsoring the energy conference is not clear, but 
the object of the pro -nuclear speakers is: to try and 
stem the 
tide of 
anti-nuclear  information
 
reaching  
the public 
through  the popular 
press.
 
I'll admit my skepticism about nuclear energy, 
but I'll 
try  to be open-minded, 
too. Next 
Wednesday's column will reveal 
my
 impressions of 
the conference.
 
C 
Martin  Carroll is forum 
editor.
 His column
 
appears 
Wednesdays. 
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Ron Cocker'Ile Daily staff
 photographer 
Rob Allen (left) 
and  
Duane  
Dirstine
 sandwich ('al's 
Mike Dela 
ray 
during  an &1St! loss. The Spartans finished the 
year
 
6-11-2.
 
No punch
 
knocks
 
out  
soccer
 
team
 
By Scott Van Camp 
Daily staff writer 
It was a tale of 
offensive woe for 
the 1985
 SJSU soccer 
team.  After a 
disappointing  3-1 loss 
last week 
against Division
 II opponent 
Hay-
ward 
State, the season 
came
 to a 
merciful end. 
For only 
the  eighth time in 
32 
years,  and the second
 year in a row, a 
Julius
 Menendez -coached 
club  fin-
ished under .500. 
The 
Spartans finished with 
a re -
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cord of 
6-11-2,
 2-4 in the PCAA and 3-4 
in the Pacific Soccer Conference 
It was
 the same story over and 
over again that contributed to 
the  un-
successful campaign  lack of scor-
ing punch. 
Not that
 the Spartans did not 
have an 
offense.
 The team was able 
to move down the field by utilizing 
the speed of Allen Picchi and Ingi 
Ingason on the 
wings,
 but when the 
time came to center the ball for the 
goal, more times than not, no one was 
there. 
It was a promising start for the 
squad, as it began the season with 
three 
wins  and a tie. The Spartans 
outscored their opponents 13-5, and it 
looked like a 
good  year ahead for 1984 
scoring leader Scott 
Chase.  
Chase exploded for three goals in 
a 4-0 victory over 
UC-Irvine, and he 
looked well ahead of schedule to bet-
ter his 12 -goal 
total  of last season. 
After another victory, over San 
Francisco State, the scoring well 
dried  
up. 
The  team went winless 
in
 eight 
games, 
and four of those 
were shut-
outs.
 
Contributing to 
the downfall were 
injuries to 
key  players. 
Starters
 Matt 
Lord,  Rob Allen and 
Chase
 were all 
hobbled by ankle
 sprains during
 the 
losing streak.
 
A change of 
strategy  ended 
the  
losing string against St. Mary's, 
when Menendez 
beefed up the 
offense
 
by
 adding another striker
 up front 
The 1-0 win and 
another single -goal
 
triumph
 over Santa 
Clara  gave the 
team
 a reason 
to live. 
Unfortunately, with 
five games 
remaining, three
 were against 
na-
tionally 
ranked  or highly 
regarded 
teams.
 
Against
 those teams,
 Fresno 
State, San 
Francisco  and 
California,  
the 
Spartans were 
outscored 10-0.
 
It 
was  apparent 
in
 these games 
that the 
team  did not 
have
 the depth 
or
 the offensive 
firepower to 
be called  
one of the best. 
After his 
good start, Chase
 was 
able to punch 
in
 only four more goals 
in the 
16 remaining 
games.  Ingason 
came on late to 
tie him in goal 
pro-
duction with seven. 
One of the few 
bright
 spots in 1985 
was the defense. Junior college. 
transfer goalie 
Joe Gangale main-
tained a respectable goals -against 
average of about 2.0 
before  meeting 
The Big Three 
at the end of the sea-
son. He finished at 2.83,
 with four 
shutouts.
 
Sweeper Pat Rashe 
was impres-
sive throughout
 the season in clear-
ing the ball out of the 
Spartan  end. 
The team made good defensive 
stands  in its win against Santa Clara, 
holding off a 
furious
 Bronco rally. 
The Spartans played 
a tough San 
Francisco  team to a first-half stand-
off 
before  succumbing 2-0. 
Fortunately, since all of the 
FREE' 
BOUTINEER
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San Jose 
STRATEGIC
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INITIATIVE 
DEBATE
 
Speakers  
PRO 
Dr. Angelo 
C odevilla, Hoover Institute of Stanford 
John 
M.
 Morse, High F rontier Organization 
CON 
Benoit Morel,
 Stanford Center for International 
Security  
and
 Arms Control 
Dr. Mike Boll, SJSU
 Soviet History Professor 
Wednesday,
 
Nov. 13, 1985 2-3 
p.m 
A.S. Council Chambers 
Sponsored 
by: 
College 
Republicans,  Campus Democrats 
SJSU
 Debate 
Team 
starters  
will  return
 next 
year,  the 
good 
defense  
should  
continue  in 
1986. 
The 
question  is: 
will  the 
offense
 be 
the
 same? 
Menendez  could
 avoid the
 painful 
answer
 to that 
question 
by bringing
 
in
 some 
offensive
-minded  
scoring  
machines.  
SJSU 
Soccer  Statistics 
Final
 
Scoring  16 
games)
 
Mew 
Gash
 
Chase  7 
Ingason 
7 
Rollins 
4 
Lord 2 
Rotteveel 
1 
Kute 1 
Kohne 
1 
Caldwell  
1 
Rashe 0 
Picchi 
0 
Destine 
0 
SJSU 
24 
Opponents 
40 
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Nelson 
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PCAA 
Football 
Tam
 
(Overall
 
III L T 
Fresno
 
18 0 11 
 
6 0 0 
Long 
Beach 
16-4-01  
 
4 2 0 
Nevada  LVI5
 4-0) 
 
4 2 0 
Fullerton
 
13 
5-01  
 
3 2 0 
Pacific  
14
 6 
01
 
 
2 4 0 
SJSU 
12-8-01
 
 
2 4 0 
Utah  
State  
12-8-01
 
 
2 4 0 
NM State 1 
1 80)
 
 
0 6 0 
NorPac Volleyball 
hem  
lOvirsil  
W 
SJSU122
 
41 8 
0 
Oregon
 114 
151 8 1 
California  
120 
181  5 3 
Washington
 11415)
 5 4 
Oregon 
State113 
151  
3 6 
Fresno 
Statel7
 201 
1 7 
Washington 
State 19-201
 
0 9 
NorPac Field Hockey 
Tem  taw.
 
W L T 
Stanford19-3-11
 
6 1 1 
San 
Jose Stow 17-6-11 3 4 1 
California 14-B- 3 4 1 
Pacific 
14-8-11
 
3 4 1 
Chico 14-63
 5 0 
PCAA Soccer 
Final 
Tom
 
Mani  W L T 
Nevada-LV  
(17-1-21  6 0 0 
Fresno117-4-11
 4 2 0 
Fullerton
 (10-9-1)
 
3 2 1 
Santa Barbara 
18-12-11
 
3 2 1 
SJSU  
16-11-21  2 4 0 
UC-Irvine 
15-13-21
 
2 4 0 
Pacific
 
12-13-01
 0 6 0 
Pacific
 Soccer 
Final
 
Tam lOwn11) 
W L T 
Fresno 
State 
117-4-
 11 
7 0 0 
Stanford 112-8-31 
6 1 0 
California
 116-4-11
 
5 2 0 
USF112-6-31 
4 3 0 
SJSU 
16-11-21
 
3 4 0 
SCU17-13-11 
1 5 0 
St  
MarY's  
13-13-31
 
1 6 0 
Pacific
 12-13-01 
0 5 0 
SJSU Football Statistics 
SJSU 
OPP 
193 
First downs
 
237 
367-1161 Rushes -yards 
466-1753  
2459 
Passing
 
2484
 
10E18  
Return yards 805 
188-391 
Comp. -attempts 176-291 
21
 
Had intercepted 
13
 
51-1902  
Punts
 
42-1619 
31-10
 
Fumbles/lost 
25-14 
94-798 Penalties -yards 68-631 
3620 
Total net yards 
4237
 
4.8  Average yards gained 5.6 
3 Missed FGs 
7 
SJSU 
31 61 36 68 196 
OPP. 69 
90 91 63 323 
RUSHING 
Clark 
78-345,  Walker 82-286, 
Allen 
81-234, Cobarruvias 
28-177, Meredith 
36-103. 
Stewart 17-67, Nash 
1-18, 
Malauulu 2-15, 
Payton
 6-14, Riley 3-9, 
Tatum 6-6, Carlson 
27-1-1131. Totals 
367-1161.  
PASSING 
Allen  127-285-13-1598, Carlson 61-
124-8-861, 
Malauulu
 0-1-0-0, Clark 0-
1-0-0. Totals 188-391-21-2459. 
RECEIVING  
Thomas
 22-367, Cage 26-361,
 Nash 
24-350, Malauulu 
13-288, Walker 32-
253, 
Meredith  18-220, Clark 16 
150, 
Crawford 
13-141, Moon 6-103, Hall 5-
85,
 Satterfield 2-57, Payton 
8-50, Har-
vey 3-23, 
Stewart
 1-11, Riley 
1-0.  To-
tals 188-2459. 
TACKLES 
(Top fivel 
Weldon 92, Lyon 
86,  Hol-
linger 84, Kennedy 81, Gilcrest 53. 
INTERCEPTIONS 
Paytrut 3 
80, K.C. 
Clark 2-54,
 Gilcrest 
PREGNANT? 
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ATTENTION
 
SENIOR
 BSN 
STUDENTS
 
Why wait to start 
your  
nursing  
career?
 The 
Air 
Force
 has a 
special  
program for Senior 
BSN's.
 If 
selected, 
you 
can 
enter  Air Force active duty 
soon
 
after 
graduation    
without
 
waiting  for the results 
of
 
your 
State  Boards. 
To apply, you 
must have an 
overall "B" 
average
 
and meet
 other basfc 
officer
 entry 
requirements.  
As
 a newly 
commissioned  
nurse,
 you'll attend a 
live -month
 internship at a 
major Air Force 
medical  
facility. It's 
an
 excellent 
way  to prepare 
for the wide 
range 
of
 experiences
 you'll 
have  serving 
your 
country
 as an 
Air 
Force 
nurse  professional, 
For  more 
nformation.
 
contact.
 
TSGT 
KERRY  BOOKWALTER 
(408)  
275-9014
 
FP"
 
2-17,
 Weldon
 
2-7,
 
McDade  
1 6, 
King
 1-
3, Santini 
1-2, 
Hollinger
 1 0 
Total 13-
169.
 
FURISLE  
RECOVERIES
 
Cadreou,
 K C 
Clark, 
Cross, 
Gouldsby,
 
Hollinger, 
Lehman, Lyon, 
Weldon,
 
Woodard  
Itied
 
with  11, Total 9 
SJSU Volleyball Stats 
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a 
Hockey suits 
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Goals  
Shots or, goal 
Shooting  average 
OPP 
949 2685 
182 
866 
352 
927 
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55 
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45
 
56 
54 
90 
151 
117  
179 
195 
12
 
Player
 Totals
 
Owes 
Mow 
an 
Gods Mies 
Green
 
49 
8 1 
Cdtini  
3 3 0 
Laurnans 
59 4 1 1 
Savelkoul 44 1 
Johnston 
42 
2 1 
Regalia
 
10
 2 2 
Dulin  
23 5 0 
Justus 5 1 1 
Dunlap
 6 0 2 
Goalkeeping  Totals 
Gash Show 
Gni Sows elperet
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psi 
McGarry
 94 19 190 
Libbey
 
Ti
 3 
13 
46 
3 
79 
28 
16 
35 
0 
74 
32 
14 
OPP 
22 
213 
103 
Mew 
Am. 
163 
1 
000 
.068 
.023 
.048 
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217 
200 
000 
Sow 
ins.
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THE 
RHYTHM 
WAVE  
YES!
 
It's nothing like
 
walking to school, 
murder, marriage 
or 
double 
suicide.
 
The Rhythm
 
Wave.  
Every 
weekday  
from now until 
the bomb drops. 
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Sails to turn 
into
 
cash for
 
club
 
By
 Michelle Kei 
Daily staff writ, 
The SJSU Sailing 
Club will re-
ceive a donation
 of 
about $7.500 from 
SJSU alumnus Alan
 Simpkins in the 
form of sale 
funds  from 12 
of Simp-
kins' sails The sails 
themselves  were 
too 
big for the 
club to use 
The funds will be used
 to buy one 
or two 
FJ-class
 racing
 
sailboats 
which are 
required  for intercolle-
giate races, said 
Sailing  Club Presi-
dent Bill 
Harrington.  
Simpkins, a long-time benefactor 
of SJSU and 
a sailing enthusiast, 
do-
nated the sails
 to the Associated 
Stu-
dents, which will 
sell them and give
 
the
 
proceeds  to the Sailing
 Club. The 
donation 
was handled this way so 
that Simpkins, like
 many university 
benefactors,
 could take a 
charitable 
tax benefit. The A.S.
 has non-profit 
tax-exempt 
status.
 The Sailing 
Club 
does not . 
The donation 
couldn't have been
 
given 
directly to the 
university
 be-
cause the 
university
 doesn't have 
an 
account  set 
up
 for the 
Sailing
 Club, 
said Hobert Hinge 
director of devel-
3 
to go 
south  
for break 
By Gloria J. 
Deism  
ski 
Daily 
staff writer 
Many students go south 
dur-
ing intersession,
 but few  will go 
as far south as three yet-uncho-
sen SJSU 
students
 who will be 
headed for Costa 
Rica. 
Pacific  Neighbors, sponsor 
of the month -long visit, is an or-
ganization involved 
in
 "people 
to people" 
programs  - pro-
grams 
through which people in 
two cultures become friends. 
Those 
students chosen to 
visit the Central American 
country will be staying with a 
host family, meeting other stu-
dents, teachers, and govern-
ment representatives, and 
going to service 
organizations
 
like the Rotary Club, said 
Donna Harris, past Pacific 
Neighbors coordinator. 
"For students interested in 
anthropology( or biology, 
(Costa  
Rica 
I 
is a paradise," Harris 
said. 
Of interest may be the 
nearly 200,  varieties of beetles 
that 
easi.be
 
found
 on one acre of 
Ian 
ft
 a -beach 
where giant 
turtles come and 
lay  their eggs, 
she 
said.  
Cost to those selected for 
the venture will be a maximum 
of 
$400,  Harris said. 
Funding is 
by both 
Pacific  Neighbors and 
its 
umbrella  
organization,
 Sis-
ter Cities 
International.  
Requirements  for 
students,  
outlined 
in applications avail-
able at the 
anthropology
 office, 
include 
speaking
 Spanish, being
 
between IS and 25 years
 old, and 
returning
 to SJSU for 
at least 
one 
semester  following the visit 
In 
addition,  the students 
must 
supply,
 or  help find 
housing for 
three Costa Rican
 exchange stu 
dents  when they come 
to
 San 
Jose
 next 
semester  
BEYOND 9 TO 5 
 Open 
early  
 Open late 
 Open weekends
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CPle 
opment and university
 relations, who 
handles donations to the university. 
The proceeds couldn't have gone to 
the Sailing Club this way. 
"I took on this job 
because
 I 
wanted to make life easier for do-
nors," Hinge
 said. 
Before 
Ringe's 
position  was 
cre-
ated 
to
 assist in 
university  
donations,  
there was 
no
 one person 
to act as an 
intermediary
 
between
 a 
university  
club and
 a donor
 
"I 
tried  to 
donate
 a 
long
 time
 
ago, 
but the 
university
 
wasn't  
set
 up 
for 
donations."  
Simpkins
 said. 
Simpkins had 
tried  to get a 
Shields 32 -foot sailboat from an orga-
nization in New York
 donated to the 
Sailing Club about 10 years ago, he 
said. "But I was told that there 
wasn't
 anyone to accept it (so that a 
tax benefit could also be 
offered,"
 
Simpkins said 
"This new 
position 
will  encour-
age a lot
 more 
people  to 
donate,"  
Simpkins
 said. 
Senior 
Bill  
Harring-
ton, 
who  is 
president
 of the
 20 -mem-
ber 
Sailing 
Club,  said 
the 
donated
 
money  for new 
boats  will enable 
the 
SJSU club 
to compete in 
intercolle-
giate 
races.  
Right now, 
the  club only 
has one 
FJ-class 
sailboat and 
one  homemade 
boat,
 compared 
to
 Stanford 
Universi-
ty's eight
 and the 
University  of 
Santa 
Cruz 's 
approximately  60 
boats. 
At an intercollegiate 
sailing  race 
in 
October,
 Harrington said the SJSU 
sailing club had to rent one 
of Stan-
ford's boats. 
They 
beat  the 
University
 of Cali-
fornia  at 
Davis,  
Harrington  
said,  but 
the
 SJSU 
club  came
 in 20th 
out of 
21
 
entries,  
"If 
you're going to 
get  serious, 
you've  got to practice
 with the boats 
you'll be 
racing in," 
Harrington  said. 
Only 
a few of the 
the Sailing Club
 
members have
 their own boats.
 
The A.S. board 
voted unani-
mously to accept 
the donation at last 
week's meeting and 
agreed
 to help 
sell the 
sails  with the assistance
 of 
James Hill, 
director  of Logistical 
Services. The sails will 
be
 advertised 
and sold to 
the highest bidder.
 
Debate to 
focus  on 
Star 
Wars  
policy
 
Visitors,
 
faculty
 to argue issue 
By 
Patricia 
Pane 
Daily  staff 
writer 
Is the Strategic
 Defense 
Initia-
tive a 
deterrent
 
teethe
 arms 
race or a 
cause  of 
it? 
The question
 will be 
debated  
Wednesday 
between  2 and 
3 p.m. in 
the
 A.S. Council 
Chambers. 
Sponsors  
are the 
College  Republicans,
 Campus 
Democrats and
 the SJSU 
Debate
 
Team. 
Scheduled 
to
 participate are 
Be-
noit Morel of the 
Center  for Interna-
tional 
Security
 and Arms Control 
at
 
Stanford University, 
SJSU
 history 
Prof. Michael Boll,
 Angelo Codevilla 
of the Hoover Institution 
at
 Stanford 
and Retired Capt.
 John Morse from 
High 
Frontier.  
Codevilla will participate 
on
 the 
pro-SDI side, discussing what
 he con-
siders are the 
positive  aspects of SDI. 
Morse, also on the pro-SDI side, could 
not be reached for comment. 
Boll and Morel will present their 
opposing views concerning 
SDI.
 
Morel, who is a science fellow at 
Stanford, will focus on the 
technical  
aspects
 of SDI. 
Don worked for
 the National Se-
curity 
Affairs. the policy planning 
agency in the Pentagon,
 during the 
first year of President Reagan's ad-
ministration.
 
He said that debates and dis-
cussions of this 
kind should be ad-
vanced on campuses so that students
 
can keep in touch
 with the issues at 
hand and become inspired by them to 
conduct  further research. 
Codevilla said that "SDI is a rea-
sonable defense to acquire because 
it'll make the United States and its al-
lies more secure." 
Boll's 
counter  argument is that 
SDI is "dangerously destabilizing to 
the 
current
 arms balance between 
East
 and West." 
"SDI would require both sides to 
increase their offensive weapons," 
Boll said, adding that "SDI will ex-
tend the arms race to outer space" 
and that "it doesn't seem to be a solu-
tion to the 
problem."
 
Codevilla
 said that
 the United
 
States
 will benefit
 from SDI 
because  
"it will
 complicate 
and 
therefore
 
make 
unreasonable
 a 
disarming
 first 
strike" 
(from the 
Soviet  Union), 
thereby 
rendering the 
"leaders  much 
less 
able  to 
achieve
 their 
iibiectives  
SPECIAL  RATES FOR 
SJSU 
STUDENTS!
 
* Resumes $5.00 & Up 
Word Processed 
* 
Term  Papers/Thesis 
$1.00 & Up per page
 
24-Hour Turn-Around/Quality Word Processing
 
ELITE SECRETARIAL
 SERVICES 
971-7777
 
adida6
 
UP
 
10
 
60% 
OFF 
ON 
OUR 
EVERYDAY
 
DISCOUNTED
 
PRICES  
Oregon
 
Men  
s 8 
Women's
 
NOW
 
'35" 
super light
 weight 
walking/running
 
shoe 
s"- 
Reg $45.00 
SAVE
 
'9" 
Monterey 
Michigan 
NOW
 
'20"
 
1 
0 0 % Nylong
 
Tri-Color
 
locket
 
10
 
Reg
 
S27.00
 
1 
SAVE 
'7" 
NOW '9" 
Carry
 Bog 
Reg $1799
 
SAVE 
'8"  
Drew
 
Warm
-Up  Suit 
 
New Arrival 
NOW 
'45" 
2ND 'S 
Reg  
$90 00 
SAVE '4S"
 
Adidas 
Worm -Up Suits 
I 
New 
Arrivals
 
(if 
2ND)
 $50
 00 
" 
Reg $99.99 
A-1 5 
Suit  
NOW
 
'89
 
Discounted
 
Socks
 
NOW
 
Reg
 
Leg Wormers 
1.99
 
7.00
 
Men's(Boy's
 
Tubes 
2.50
 
4.00  
2.50
 
4.00  
Lo -cut
 
 
NO 
LIMIT.
 
FREE
 PAIR
 OF 
ADIDAS
 
SOCKS  
(with
 
$25.00  or 
more  
purchase
 & 
this
 ad)  
L&L 
FACTORY
 
DISCOUNT
 
2266 
MONTEREY
 ROAD
 
297-8252
 
OPEN  
SEVEN  
DAYS 
A 
WEEK
 & 
WEEKDAY
 
EVES.
 
"I
 told you
 not to 
shake your
 soda first !!" 
The 
Real 
World 
oi 
-1)/61/10E
 KHOO* 4:410% 
CLASS _ 
9Y ok' 
A 
s 
If 04 
Manuel Ruiz 
"That's nice Mr. Grum but 
Morton, my husband, was captain 
of the 
all  star football  
league."  
Yesterdaily
 
Because many 
SJSU students at problem and Plant Operations is try -
tend classes two or three times a week. 
ing to solve the problems with a lim-
the Spartan Daily is 
including
 news ited budget and a small staff. 
items  
from the previous paper to help 
A new maintenance 
system  is 
keep everyone
 informed on campus
 
presently being established. 
every
 day.
 
Campus
 
Leaky roofs in most of the univer-
sity's
 buildings
 are continuing to be a 
   
SJSU 
freshman
 Lisa Urso won 
$5,000 in 
the state lottery on 
Hallow-
een at an Alpha Beta 
supermarket.  
   
Sports 
The Spartan field 
hockey
 team 
lost 2-1 to the 
Pacific  Tigers 
Saturday  
in the season
 finale for both teams. 
   
SJSU's alumni 
wrestling  team 
defeated the Spartans
 28-18 in an ex-
hibition
 meet last Friday 
Gold -collar workers to be topic of talk 
By Antoinette Flestiman 
Daily staff writer 
A new breed of workers is emerg-
ing in business called the "gold -collar 
workers."  
This 
distinction
 has been given to 
those who work with their brains in-
stead of their backs by 
Robert  E. Kel-
ley, author of, "The Gold -Collar 
Worker." 
A new era 
in
 management
 is oc-
curring, 
and  these gold
-collar  work-
ers  hold the key 
to the future, 
Kelley 
said. The 
Masters  in 
Business  Ad-
ministration  
Association  is 
having
 
Kelley  as a 
guest
 speaker Nov.
 15 to 
talk 
about  how 
management
 of these 
upgraded
 workers can
 improve the
 
majority  of fields 
that employ 
them.  
Historically,
 the 
working  
class  
has
 been 
divided
 Into two 
groups, the
 
blue-collar  and white-collar
 
workers 
The white-collar worker is classified
 
as a professional, 
and  the blue-collar 
worker  has been considered the man-
ual laborer. 
Trained brain -power
 workers, 
such as secretaries,
 word processing 
operators  and bank tellers 
have
 been 
overlooked in the 
traditional  classifi-
cation of white-collar workers. Kel-
ley now calls them 
"gold -collar work-
ers," according to an excerpt from 
his book. 
Gold -collar workers primarily 
come from
 the white-collar work 
force. They are creative and indepen-
dent and often know more
 about their 
jobs than
 their managers do. Kelley 
writes. 
Although they have not 
gained formal recognition as a sub-
category by the U.S. Department of 
Labor or by academic researchers, 
their numbers are increasing rap-
idly. Kelley writes 
'"rhe importance of Mr. Kelley is 
that 
America is entering into a new
 
age that most people 
have tended to 
pass by," said Dan Gonzales, chair-
man of the MBA Association. "If 
you're
 able to see and identify the 
gold -collar worker, you have
 the 
chance  lobe more successful." 
Kelley 
states  in his book that 
"the 
vast majority of the 19 
million 
jobs created between 1979 
and 1980 
were gold -collar worker jobs; more 
of the same is 
expected  in the years 
ahead." 
Recognizing  these workers' 
potential is essential to the economic 
success
 of the future, Kelley 
writes.  
Kelley will
 speak in the Music 
Concert Hall at 7 p.m. and a $2 dona-
tion fee will be charged for all non -
MBA members. A wine and cheese 
reception will follow in the faculty 
dining room  for MBA 
Association
 
members and 
SJSU
 staff. 
INVEST
 IN 
YOUR
 
FUTURE 
COME SEE THE
 APPLE MACINTOSH 
TM 
DEMONSTRATED  BY 
APPLE® REPS. 
WITH  SOFTWARE 
USED BY 
HUNDREDS
 OF 
THOUSANDS
 OF STUDENTS
 
AROUND 
THE WORLD! 
MACINTOSH DEMO
 DAY 
WEDNESDAY, 
NOVEMBER 13TH 
10:00 am - 2:00 
pin 
STUDENT
 UNION MAIN LEVEL 
512K Macintosh, 
External
 Disk Drive, 
Imagewriter
 II Printer, 
Carrying Case, 
$2,195 
cash  or $101/Montht
 
512K 
Macintosh  
$1695 cash or $78/Month*
 
512K 
Upgrade Kit 
$369 cash 
or 
$20/Month*
 
512K  
Macintosh,
 
NEW 
LOWER  
Imagewriter
 II 
Printer  
$1895 
cash  or 
$87/month*
 
PRICES!
  
No
 down payment necessary. Offer 
Valid Until December 31, 1985 
See Spartan 
Bookstore
 Computer / Electronics Department For 
Details
 
tLimited to stock on 
hand.  408/277-3043 or 
408/277-3039.
 
SPARTAN
 
BOOKSTORE@
 
SPARTAN
 
SHOPS  0 
INC. 
Service  
45 our 
Major 
Open 
Monday
  
Thursday
 7:15am 
to 
7pm.  Friday 7:15am to 
5pm.  Saturday 10am 
to 
4pm 
Apple is 
a registered 
trademark
 of Apple 
Computer, Inc 
Macintosh
 is 
a 
trademark
 of 
McIntosh  
Laboratory,
 Inc 
and  is used with expresa permission  of its 
owner  
Spartan
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Spartaguide
 
To include
 your 
information 
in 
Spartaguide,
 visit 
the Daily 
office  in 
Room  208, 
second
 floor of 
Dwight
 
Ben
-
tot
 
Hall. 
The 
Amateur 
Radio Club
 will 
meet between 
7 and 9 p.m.
 today in 
the 
Student  Union 
Pacheco 
Room.  
For more 
information,  call 
277-3470. 
   
The 
Army  ROTC 
will  have an 
in-
formation 
table  between 9 
a.m. and 2 
p.m. 
today in front
 of the 
Student  
Union. For more 
information, con-
tact Vic 
Ramirez  at 
277-2985 
    
Student 
Affirmative
 Action will 
have 
a faculty 
mentor
 seminar at 
12:30 p.m. 
today  in the Student 
Union  
Costanoan
 Room. For 
more informa-
tion,  call Nelly 
Mellander  at 
277-3664.  
   
Student
 
Affirmative
 Action
 will 
have a 
panel  
discussion  on 
minorities 
in the 
job market
 at 4:30
 p.m. 
tomor-
row
 in the 
Student 
Union 
Almaden  
Room. For 
more
 information, 
call 
Nelly 
Melladen  at 
277-3664.  
   
The 
SJSU Ski Club 
will  be collect-
ing final
 payments for 
the winter trip
 
to 
Aspen  and 
giving  room 
assign-
ments at 
7:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  in 
Mac-
Quarrie 
Hall,  Room 324. For 
more in-
formation,
 call 
Michelle  at 
244-3761. 
   
The 
Associated  Students
 Leisure 
Services  will 
be
 taking 
sign-ups
 for a 
men's
 wardrobe coordination
 he-
tween 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  
in the A.S. Business Office. For more 
information, call Peggy
 Grodhaus at 
277-2858. 
   
S.A.M. will have
 a general meet-
ing 
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at Round 
Table  Pizza at Saratoga
 and Moor-
park. For more 
information,  call 
Lynne at 
292-4871. 
   
The SJSU Archery 
Club will have 
a meeting between 6 and 7 p.m today 
in the Student Union. Pacheco Room. 
For more information, call Natalie at 
295-7619. 
   
The Hispanic Business Associa-
(ion  will have a meeting at 5 p.m. 
today in Business Classrooms, Room
 
001. For more information, call Rob-
ert Garcia at 264-1196. 
   
The Pre -Law Association will 
have a meeting at 2:30 p.m. today in 
the Student Union Almaden 
Room 
For more 
information,  call Pa ule Sit. 
Bet at 227-4308. 
   
Education Counseling Interac-
tion presents
 a lecture by 
Jean  
Hol-
lands,
 marriage and family coun-
selor and author of 
"The  Silicon 
Syndrome," between 6:30 and 7:30 to-
night in Sweeney Hall, 
Room  120. For 
more information, call Terry Teplitz 
at 277-2005 or 1415)961-3593. 
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
ATHEIST/AGNOSTIC support groups 
No need to lice the ubiquity of reli 
gins dooms in 
co...nous
 soil 
rude Call Alex or 
Chris for infor 
motion at 998 4418/288
 6525  
CHILD ABUSE 
TREATMENT
 PRO 
GRAM 
Enhence  personal end pro 
Inalonel growth es volunteer in 
to,,, in world 
renowned  local 
prop.. Counseng  
support 
sown.. admin data processing 
public wareness. 
fund raising. 
otc 
Sib
 
mono -lingual. all majors.
 
Wed 11 underwad Esporienc. horn 
clerical to poet gr..,  intro -to 
extro-
vert YVE NEED YOU. Neer cow
-
pus
 I C.E.F.. P.O. Box 952. SJ. 
96108. 
280-5055.   
CHILDREN'. I.D. SVC. roads volun 
toe. to Interview IL research
 
chIld
 
abuse victim. 
A 
pm..
 of 
.1.0.111  
children
 Must he sorb. Er we  
ture Must be able to work inn 
pendently Send qualifications to 
540 Bonne Ave 403, San Jon. 
Ca 96116. 
or
 can 297 9473  
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC 
Sh.b.r dinners. parties. brunch 
lectures. Hebrew lesson. Tun 
day lunch progrern For inlorma 
tion cell Mei office at 294 8311  
LEARN A LANGUAGE st your p.c. 
Are you an independent worker 
seeking
 maximum flexibility 
your busy Me? E srn units through 
 unique 
program Cell Dept of 
Fortrign Ingunes at 277 2576  
MUST SEE 70 
APPRECIATE.
 The 
Overcormirs I. e dynernoc
 group of 
Christine
 that emoy the super 
naturel power 8 presenc. of God 
The 
God of the universe is nry 
much Wove 
end wants to man 
himself known to youl Corns ond 
n perience th. presence power 
and love of God on a vary
 
real
 way 
Th. Overcomer.
 meet nor, 
Wednesday at 7 30prn
 st the Stu 
dent Union.
 0 
he 
Costenow.  
room Call BIM 
for  Info 279 2133  
STUDENT DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll
 now,
 Save your 
teeth. 
an..
 
Er moron too For 
information  Er 
brochure see A S ohice or coll 
14061 371 8811   
UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING 
CO. cash your
 fine.. old 8 
pew. chock  at a 
low cost. 
nno hanies If you're 
unhapPY
 
telth  your mail drop or if 
you rand 
one. moil bors are annals. 
On.
 
block from 
campus  1246 E 
Santa Clara St Phone 279 2101 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Ch.... Can 
ter Sunday Lutheran 
1045.0, 
Catholic 4 
00 and
 
8 
001.1 Pins.
 
call Campus Ministry et 
298 0204 
for worship counseling
 programs 
and
 study 
opportunoties
 Rev Na 
INN Shins Fr Bob
 Leger  
Sr 
JoB.,
 Pane.,
 Reiv Norb 
Firnhaber  
AUTOMOTIVE
 
00 YOU
 NEED AUTO 
INSURANCE"
 
Call me tor quota es I 
can  guar 
entee 
Coverege 
wane  
day
 John
 
Mattson 
Monday through
 Stur 
dity from flism to 9pm 
272 
4092 
JAPANESE 
ENGINES  IL 
TRANNIES
 No 
cor  charge/6
 mos 
warranty  Free 
deNvery
 Student 
Dinount 
Spar
 
tan
 Dletributors. 
385-7007 
74 VW SUPERBEETLE 
9014 
miles 
new  uphistry 
ern 
gd cond 
024013/bo 
997  3035 oft 7pm 
'72 VW 
SUPE OBE( 
TIE 
Rebuilt
 orngin. 
nenti 
muffler    
runs
 good 
11100'bo 
298
 
7184.05. 
FOR 
SALE
 
ELEANOR'S
 VF 
11 PE 
ANTFOODii  
'constant feed 
type Plan, food
 
Developed
 by 
Hydroponic
 nport. 
A complet
 
nutritional
 
balonc.
 
Plants  
become
 
magnificonti,  
Afri 
den 
Violets 
pop 
with
 bloom. 
'Chortles
 becorn.
 Gelloping
 
Chucks 
Foliar 
toning
 inc....
 
results 
(indoor
 and 
outdoor 
pin,p1 
Spectacular
 
potion. 
etc  Ferns 
 Fines 
will  no, 
drop lean.
 If 
fokar  fed 
Imistosdi
 
Bettor then
 a 1 in 
transplanting
 
Also pint 
...incarnation  powers'  
You con t 
'over do 
with  
VF
 11 
ilind Inc 
can't bum 
your Wei..
 
Enloyi  Buy 
this 
...tog
 VI 
11
 at 
most grocery 
ch...  and gorden 
..11.  
Wore.  Elenoe. 
of
 Connor
 
nos 720 
University.  Los Gatos. 
C. 
950301408139S-3969
  
FUTONS. QUALITY
 COTTON PROD
 
LICTS 
Create
 your own living 6 
sleep.g space
 whh our futons
 pit 
lows
 frown Custom
 Futons lb 
Pillows
 Plus. 302 
El Paseo Shop 
ping 
Center  Unstop. & 
CompbeN  
Aires Sen Jose. 
378.5648  10% 
discount with 
this rid 
IBM 
SELECTRIC  TYPEWRITER $300.
 
call MARTI. 286
 9064 
HELP WANTED 
BE COOL, Apply for  Vino. Advt.. 
position Deadline November 
1804 Cell 
211-2630
 for rotor 
EARN $ AS intromurol spans offkiel
 Icr 
football. volleyball LOC... inner 
tube ...nolo or basketball 
Apply Lein. Services 
next
 to 
Pub. 277.2858 
-  
GOV't JOBS 116.040.1159.2304yr 
Now 
hiring
 C.8 
805.687.6000. 
Est 
0 
9929 lot current Went 
HANDYMAN 
SlOb,
 Must 
know 
plumbing repairs primarily but 
P
ainting.  floor 
laying.  rt. Mor. 
than one pwson needed
 from time 
to nme .1 runs ell semester Call 
Don 
288 6647 or Mrs Spolding 
947 0831 
MC DONALD  NOW 
HIRING. Pre 
minim 
P.O
 hours flexible @round 
school schedule. 2 5 days 10 35 
h. iwk Interview. M F. 
34 pro
 
Contact Kathy or 
David  at 356 
3095. 15475
 Los Gal. and 
PART TIME 
RECEPTIONIST!!  Greet yrs 
Hors in our front lobby.
 new.r 
phone.. 
misc  typing. Si 
clerical
 
MF 12 30.5 30 pm 
Experts.. 
dnon Calif 
Devices.
 Inc 1051 
S Milpitas Blvd . Milpitas 945 
5056 
RECYCLE
 BOOKS. In...wing
 for 
pan  time help Evenings
 
week
 
e nds 
Pt....
 ..II  286 6275 be 
Wen 11.3 
pm Mon -Fri 
RETAIL 
HELP..  Pormanent 
and
 .m 
;wary 
p.n..  evaded. 
Pen  ist. 
18 25/hr 
No nperiance needed 
will train Pen
 time end Full 
time 
annble 
Hours 
mogotoable  Eve 
nings 
end won...
 ...table 
Corporaro
 scholar.hips
 sword. 
We need 
people  
right ow., 
Call 
14081275  9885 
Monday  Friday. 
10 in 3 pm only 
Ill
 
line is busy 
please be 
patient end 
1. naini 
An Equal 
Opportunity  
Company
 
SALES. 
EARN  
UNLIMITED
 INCOME
 
working  pth 
marketing
 wst.
 
no 
rifler Affordable prices  
mu.,
 for 
every 
homily  
270-8008 
SALES, 
EARN  
8400
 
$800.onth
 
part time
 or $2000 
$3000/month
 
funny. 
with Health II 
Nutrition 
products 
company  Cad 
D.P..  
14081984  
71131  
SALES/PART  
TIME 
hours  
ffinible
 
Paint 111. 
...Hooper 
Store 'atom 
sales  no 
pt.f.tr.d 
Starting 
.5.hr 
Cell  266 
4600
 The Paint
 
Store 
5415 
Camden  Ave 
S J 
SPRING  
SEMESTER
 JOBS 
ON CAM 
PUS I 
Students wonted 
to super 
vise 
gyrn  and 
...night
 room in 
night 
and  on 
wnkonds  
Over.  stalf 
Perallior
 also nechni Apply 
on
 A S 
Lonro
 Services
 nnt 
to the 
Pub  
277 
21358 
SUMMER  
JOBS.  
Notional  
Park  Co 
't
 
21 
park  5,000 
opening. 
Com 
pit e 
Information
 85 
00
 
perk re 
port 
Mission
 
Mm 
n 
Co 651
 2nd 
Ave 
WN
 
Kebopell
 
Mt 
69901 
REGISTER
 WITH 
THE BEST,
 Whether
 
..1114.  for 
work during
 the 
week 
weenndepart  tirnen.mpo
 
re, 
or
 only 
during 
the
 holidays 
C01 
us
 today 
tOr 
information
 
All 
skills and 
skill levels
 Met 
tempo  
rty 
Sorvices  
984 
1340
 
TELEMARKETING
 
RADIO 
TIME  
We
 
train 
nthunetic  
aggro...  
WI.  
phone 
Salespeople  
who went 
to 
work 1.4.41 
and roe 
motivator:I
 
by 
mon..
 Coll 
Mr. 
Growl  so 
971 
9733
 
WANT
 
HANDS  ON 
teaching
 
anon
 
end' 
Join  
wowing  
preschool  
w 
'super
 Ed 
programs
 & 
sonviron  
mat 
Fua 
time
  pen tin. pole 
Wong 
evell  Good 
bone. 
over' 
.nn.,
 
 
warns  E C F rep Call 
248
 
21.1
 
860 
00414.eked 
pekl for 
procening 
mail at home, Informetion. send 
all 
-add   stamped envelope 
Ann.... Box 95 Ronne New 
Jersey 07203 
$10
 $380 Weiskly1Up mating circu 
tarsi No quotas, Sincrely inter 
inted  rush selIndressed env. 
lope S.... P.O Box 470CE0.  
Woodstock, K. 
60098  
HOUSING 
COUNSELORS 
OFFICE SPACE, full 
tn.. pert time or by the 
hr From 
13 
75151, Los Gtos Can Theresa 
Cann. at 354 8888  
HUGE 2bdnn , 2 ba, unfurnished apt 
Only 1 bIli from SJSU. privacy Is 
our 
premium  Call 287 5316 
or
 
292-5452 
today for an own to 
sea 
what  no other local apart 
ments can offer
 Don't wait 
STUDENTS
 FACULTY STAFF Need  
pint' Han spec.' SJSU ofTcarn 
pus housing
 progrem 277 39913 
Free sworn 
PERSONAL 
DESPERATELY 
SEEKING
 ERIK McWIL 
LIAMII Third grade was so long 
ago. We 
we.
 again et "a
 hat
 par 
ty" 
.remembow?  I've notched the 
camp. 
for
 you. 
Whs.  are 
you'?
 
Plena rspond in 
Daily  or call ma 
.0 263 7369. ash for Loon°. 
DESPERATELY SEEKING
 DARIN. 
Meet at Essex Junction Meet me 
THURS en. 
place  sem. tome 
KIM 
LIFE IS NOT 11
 homework'  Tele time 
for 
yourself  & meet elligible singtes 
through 
personalised introduc 
non service You make 
the 
choices Call
 CHOICES at 
971 
7408. 
NATIONAL GAYIBI contact
 club for 
men er women Low rat. SASE 
Omen, 
P0 60. 28781. San Joss 
Ca 95159  
Pe WOW, 
What a 
surprise.
 You 
and  
me et the
 PI31 Can't wait I 
CHILLED ED  
WOULD LIKE TO 
find  woman corn 
porn.
 who would be wining to lin 
whandlcapp.  
mon Call Brian at 
298 23011  
SERVICES 
BACKACHE' Free 
nomination  er treot 
men. as pan of  research
 project 
If you hsve hed low back 
palo
 
for 
more than 6 months Er ere 20 55 
yrs  old none call Palmer College 
of Chiropractic  West et 14081 
244 8907. nt 7 
BARE 17 ALL. Stop shaving. 
wooing 
twee/Mg Let me permentely re 
move your unwantod 
heir
 Ichln. bi 
kin. tummy moutache, back. 
tc 1 15% discount to 
students and facuby
 Call before 
Dec 31 1985 14 get your 
1st 
appo at 1,2 price Unwanted heir 
disappear., with my care Gwen C 
Chelgrisn. RE 559 3500. 1645 
S Ilsworn
 An C Heir Tony 
Gone 
Tomorrow  
COMPLETE  GARDENING SERVICE!, 
Mow trim. edge won. etc Low 
monthly   Fr. ntion.tes Cell 
Valley Lawn 
Cam. 371 5933  
EATING DISORDERS CENTER 
The 
liner Institute/AMU et San. Cror 
Community Hospital is a comp. 
hensivg program for the successful 
treatment of snorer. butirma 
end 
compulsive nting Our warm and 
caring
 approach odd   
the 
medico'
 psychological  nutritionel.  
social
 sod
 spiritual spnts of 
the 
di   which aro essential for Ide 
long recowery
 Additional
 inform.
 
liOn and  confinntial coneun 
lion ar wean.e et no charge 24 
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081 
426 3282 ort 153. or 1 800 
255 1618 
FACUITY STAFF & STUDENTS. Cer 
tan 
menage
 proctioner offering 
el.rnetive heeith cam Arum.. 
sor. 
Moron  
Swediehtsaln
 boll 
body manno  
deep tossue on. 
gronon senior. avallel. Strictly 
nonsosuol Cell for 
.01n
 
slIer 
3 
pm John 
Thurston  CM P 
14081
 
287 2993 
HELP A STARVING STUDENT,
 
i do 
moving I haullng 
uncle..
 
prof 379 8193.
 Mayor...age 
I 
CAN  HELP
 YOU If you need
 help
 
ing  budget Ican 
set up a bud., 
for you IL keep track of 
expendi  
turn balance 
check  books IS 
°thin finncoei servic. 
For  more 
information call Alan
 
It 978 
3648
 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY 
w11
 con
 
suit with SJSU ...Is for 30 
nuns FREE Pr..e is limited to 
all aspect. 
01 imrnigretion 
nonalny Law office 
is only  5 
min drive from carnpu. For 
in
 op 
pointmerot, call 
Robert  Ng .1 14081 
554,0596  
LOOKING
 FOR A WEDDING photogra 
pher. 
John Poulson Photography 
offorsnch bride Er 
groom the ulto 
insdannvething
 Woeurdlnery We 
offer an album that WWI. 
innoot
 
ual 
person.lities  and life 
Call 
John  Paulson Photogrephy at 
559 5922 
LOSE WEIGHT
 
& 
IMPROVE your halth 
whinbsi
 nutritwn
 
VOW.. 
Cleanses ann. 
II notocemble in 
con.. nergy 
votelity  No drug. 
100% noturelro
 
Used by 
medical 
profession & professional 
athletes  
100% ...faction guaranteed or 
money beck Call Mr Luciano 
at 
258 3160. 
after  6 prn  
LOWEST  
INSURANCE  RATES. STU 
DENT DISCOUNT,
 Auto 8 renters, 
low 
monthly payments No dray.,  
is refund Call 
Ment  Chapman for 
 quote ovar
 the phone
 
My
 Phone 
number 
W(4001249
 1301 
MATH ANXIOUS? 
Need help with 
CBEST' ELME' Prints
 tutoring? 
The Meth ...tuts offer. meth tu 
wrong
 
education 
seminars. Wag 
no.110 testing. consunetion C1.11
 
14081295-6066
  
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL for men 
Rod women Special rale 
with lac 
ulty or Student
 ID Privet. & 
conk
 
denial VV.kdays. evenings
 
Saturday. In K. Bunten Park 
et 
Hwy 101 6 N. Fan.. exit. Sun 
nye./ 
Electrolysis Center
 
1408/734-3115.
 
PHOTO 
VIDEO  ELECTRONIC
 SWAP" 
Every 
Sunday  horn 
9am.3prn  Clo 
tow II11. 999 Bascom An . Son 
Jo. $1.00
 
admission
 Senors 
info 
14081  241 7958 Auction 
Easy porking,
 food and dr..  
WEDDING PORTRAITS& MODEL port 
folio. by an what See the 
Phi  
K nipe Alpha 1986 col...  for  
sample of my 
work. Mon coll John 
Rickman at 252 4283 
11111 
PHOTO  CENTER 
Cluelity
 
I 
hr 
photo developing. rush swvic 
on 
'010, 5. 7's Si prints from Wide. 
copy photos 
Overnight slide pro 
ceasing NSW,' 
peaPOW
 
Photos
 
great sarvoce IS guaranteed quality 
Stvens Colo at Winchester Town 
1. 
Country VW.. 985 7427 
TRAVEL
 
SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun N Sand 
Lodge. 8308 N Lak. Blvd . Kings 
Beach, Lk Ten. C. ph 
19181506 
2616 1112 504person
 
dbl occup. 15 
scldi 8.4.1114.1 
motel on Lake Show 
cl TV. hot 
tubs next door
 shuttle  to ski 
w on min front hon.., 
YOUTH
 HOSTEL PASSES for Irani 
worldwide 
010.401  diroctories Eu 
rad 
6 BritRell poss. Fast end 
helpful service Amnon Youth 
Hostel. 408,298 0670 
IlUENVENTURA
 TRAVEL 
1'CHRISTMAS  
VACATION.
 
RICUSantlogolBuenos
 Al,.. 
fm 
809n 
UmatOuthotBogot.Careces
 
fm 
$1355. 
L
Ondon/Parie/Flonie  
Ito
 555911  
IISPECIAL RIO" 
NEW YEAR'S EVE 
Complete
 Tour 11459 
Fiona 
Camay&
   
$1499 
926 93210,141513U 
8336 
NEW TRAVEL 
INFO.  
NEW 
YORK   Inn 
$2384.1
 
HONOLULU 
-  11.1E2491,t  
.01  
hotel  
LONDON  
fret
 
$498/0 
GERMANY
 
11w 1158910 
HONGKONG 
I'm
 
51399/0 
owl hotel 
EURAIL BRITAll
 PASSES 
Cell 
any  time 
WORLD
 SERVICES 
374 2200 
TrocowMaroan  
TYPING 
AAA
-ACCURACY.
 
ACCOUNTABILITY.
 
ACHIEVEMENT. 
in typong thst 4 
lops - 
Try 
Tony Miner 296 
2087 
$1 50 per psye
 
quick turn 
mound, 
vallble  seven 
days  
week All
 work guaranteed 
ABILITY 
PLUS WORD 
PROCESSING  
Torn. 
papers
 
Mariuscropte 
Co_ FesI turnerOund
 
...nab!. rot.
 Coll 251 
8813
 
41.43
 pm North Sen 
Jon  wee 
ACADEMIC
 WORD 
PROCESSING
 A 
SPECIALTY 
Chry.t.I  offer. 
rapid  
turnaround
 
pr0..55100el
 letter 
quality
 produCl
 guaranteed  
work 
er  Stutint 
Discount
 Then.  
ports.  fn....
 resumiss 
Std. 
micro 
transcription  Editing service 
Er disk storage 
evation.  8 am to 8 
pm 7 days
 
ml 
Chrystal et 923 
8481  
ACCOMPLISHMENT  
ACCURACY. 
ACHIEVEMENT  ap 
endemic
 typ 
Mt
 10 yrs on w'students 
IBM 
'electric
 IS [melte 
transcription
 
HIIV   
all work guar...
 
8 300m  9 
00pm N Son Jose. 10 
mon  from ran.. Jane 251 
5942  
BETTER grad.e 
with bolter papsrs 
Help with grow..
 editing Export 
in 
loch
 sublects,  style manuals in 
cluding 
APAS charts 
Er graphs 
1881  word processing Los 
Gotos. 
South SJ Call 978 
7330.  7 
deystwk 
CALL LINDA
 FOR PROFESSIONAL
 
tIrP
 
ing'word precasting. 
01
 50/page 
Idouble 
specedi 
E,petbenc.d
 
Fr.,
 
disk
 storage Cant. 
Iran  
aCriphon available Near Aim.. 
Expwy & Bronham
 In Guar 
ante,4 quick 
return on ell pants 
Phone 264 4504 
"CONANT' 
WORD  PROCESSING 
SERVICE
 for Moses, dissertation.. 
term p.p.., rBumes. etc Tap 
quality.  last
 
& occur... oncluding 
assistffince with spelling 8 groin 
mar Reasoneble rates Call
 Debbie 
at 
378-9845  '-
DOWNTOWN LOCATION Lams than 1 
mile
 
I'm SJSU Last minute ewe
 
flog work ...loomed 
Esp.°  top 
ingiword processing
 Rosso... 
AAA . Try me I'm lust
 your TYPE' 
286 
0250.  
EDITING/WORD PROCESSING
 NM its 
slat with grommor,  formatting. 
en 
00 rquest Most projects 
Iterm 
resumes.  00000 
rch  
0400.1
 welcome
 1 
hrgible Willow 
Glen.,..,
 highly experienced Call 
Maros or Jim from SAM 8PM no 
Hier pl.sel 2136 9448  
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY 10, 011 your 
typing So word 
processing  neon 
Specialinng  In wrn 
papers rt. 
ports mnuscripts. ...arch pa 
pers. theses loll., ,,some.
 le 
galhusinnshisesonal  Grownrnar 8 
spelling assistenc. Cassett Oen 
scrIptiOn 
aveilable Gu.ranteed 
protean...aqua.,  
feet
 
accurate 
and 
very competitive rotes! Call 
Pam st 
247 2881 Located in 
Santa Clara near San Tomas/Mon 
roe. 
EXPERIENCED  TYPIST. Reports term 
paciors....mes.  etc Meath aiec 
tronic. correctable Editing 
availed. horn 11 501double 
space page Near Camden & Leigh 
Call 371 5933.0.. 
GET THE GRADES your hard work do 
...es For your typing editing 
composatton neon when you 
woo, 
it 
tYPed
 
right
 con 
WRITE 
TYPE 14081 972 9430 Ask lor 
Barbara R.t. by Me page
 hour 
or bob 
LET  A 
PROFESSIONAL
 type 
0001
 'WM 
SOWN.  returnee. cover Niters 
Ourality work and reasonable 00000 
Willow Glen 
wee  292 8807 heo  
disk 
storage 
NEED FAST, ACCURATE TYPING1 De 
pnd on me for expert word
 
Pm 
ceasing, loon else nalsl you with 
spelling 
& 
gramme/ $1 50/4. 
page Call Sue at 993 9280 ens 
weekends or Nave message due 
08
 day 2 blocks off The Alameda 
OFFICE ALTERNATIVES Word pro 
cessinghenscriptIonnypIng. 24 
hour sonic.. 7 day.  week Pick 
up/delivery  Student  
Rates Avail 
able 14081294 2974  
PROCESS
 IT WRITE.
 
Faculty and stu 
dents can rely on accurate 
tirously production of oilstones, re 
ports papers  publications menu 
? 
coneepo.eric..
 istc 
aid on grernmeospeilinghunc 
tu.toon For prompt. 7 day re 
sponse. Nan 
meson.
 for Pamela 
or 14081275 6263  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. every
 day!. 
10 
yrs 
esperienco,  ell types of pa 
moo 
Close to campus
 II block) 
326 E WWI., St 10. cm 280 
0105 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, prompt
 
Sc 
 denndable UMW,  
span  
page including editing Saratoga 
area Cali Jo.n. 
741  5860  
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best per 
spectove Exporinced profs...nal 
word
 Inoce...g
 
Papers
 th.s. 
'num.. Specialist In mchnical 
nintific  proWcts 11 50 
02 Call Vicki at 
281  
3058 Elain 8pm IBM area Ask 
about client 
refer&  discount 
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES  
RESUMES 
RESUMES RESUMES 
RESUMES 
RESUMES  RESUMES 
ADWORKS 
ADWORKS  
ADWORKS
 
ADWORKS
 
ADWORKS
 
ADWORKS
 
Molting 
Your
 
career Ors.m, come 
true,
 
Call
 Adworks today
 
11
 
14081
 
287 
6050
  
SAVE TIME & get more out 
01
 
111.'
 let 
us help you research that finpor 
tent
 pope,
 or 
prowct
 
Resumes
 lot 
Only 515 Plac yOur 
nen.  on 
our 
employmnt  sarch rniling list 
Call 988 6858 Date Pro  
SUCCESS
 ENTERPRISE Prof...nal 
typing *rid business Why.. Roe 
soneble 0000 C11 14081  259 
9368 
SUNNYVALE VALLCO MARCIE s 
word processing
 typing Prompt 
nest occur.. Al format. Indult 
log APA Work du...toed 
01 50'page !double spaced pica
 
typal Cell 720 8536  
TERM PAPERS 
THESES 
resume.
 For 
WI 
your typing needs call P.orInt 
Impreseions art 996 3333
 Stu 
dent notes located.
 Campbell
 
THE DAISY 
WHEEL -nil.
 
w.n.  Pm' 
tossing Resumes them -Olen.. 
non*
 prOpOOle  
menuscrIpteINel  
ne. 
plens-repathive letters-labele
 
newslows technical statist 
Call
 
Ruth 
at 723 3043  
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Roasona 
ble rote. 
Call Patti al 246 6833 
sod
 leave ...age 
TYPING
 SERVICE. Professional word 
processing Mons repo. Spri 
wad 00000 for SJSU students lac 
kitty Resumes, men lists 14081 
317-5293 or 14161 493.2200. 
nt 2138 Weislidne)  
TYPING TERM PAPERS. THESES. 
Magness corresponstehee. ago 
sumea applications etc 20 yews 
s or penance Jobs completed
 
9100110
 
Sadler 
Secretarial Service 
269 8674 
WORD PROCESSING Student papers 
business corrospondence 
WAkin  
Ole,.,,..
 
call be at 2137 5247
 
WORD 
PROCESSING student 
reports
 
110 pg minimuml thons. 8 
di.
 
nnistions Also mall lists. Iran 
scription vrork repetitive 
Pc 00000 tro application ...lc.. 
San 
Jos*
 area. Joy.. 01 264-1029 
Cup 
141V/SV areas
 Andre. 996 
3010  
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES R.  
port. manuels. resumes. letters, 
moiling lists CO 8
 
& 
B Off.. 
...cos 14081973 81370 Ma-
son.. rotes 
WORD PROCESSING. 
Complete  eery 
Id.
 ...dent papers. thesis. Meg 
In anew cell *and sot 282.2201 
YOU GET THE BEST RESULTS, Quell. 
WP convenient Ina., discount 
woe Call 415 940 1882 
...11.1111,..04110%.111$4.110006. 
THIS
 SPACE
 
RESERVED 
FOR 
YOUR  AD! 
277-3171
 
NariNSleiNiplIk41.110
 
Ad 
Rates
 
Minimum 
three  lines on
 one day 
One 
Day 
3 Lines
 03 
10 
4 Lines 
$3.80 
5 Lines 
$4 50 
6 
Lines  $ 5 20 
Two
 Three
 
Days 
Days 
$3.80 
$418 
$4.50 $4.85 
$520 $5.55 
$5.90 86.25 
Each
 Additional
 Lme 
Add  0 70 
Four 
Day  
$4 
36 
$5 
06 
$ 5 
76 
$6 
46 
Five
 
Days 
04 
50 
$5 
20 
85 90 
$6 
60 
Semester
 Rates 
lAll 
loans)  
ir 9 lines
 
$40.00  
 10 14 Lines 
$55.00 
15 Plus Lines $70.00  
Phone
 277-3175 
Cards 
a 
Clwarlication  
Announcements
 
Automotive
 
Travel 
Stereo
 
Help Wanted
 
Housing
 
For Sale 
Typing 
Each
 
Extra 
Day 
80 
$
 95 
$1 10 
$1.25
 
Personals  
Services 
Lost & 
Found  
Print 
Your
 Ad Here 
(Count
 approxunately
 30 letters and 
spaces
 for 
each
 hoe) 
1 1 1 1  .1
 
I 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
4 1  1
 1 
L1 1,1
 1 1
 I I 1 
1 1 
1 
1  
MIMM.1111.44  
1 1"1 1 I 
I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 
1 1 I I 1 
Liii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1_1.1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Print 
Name  
Address
 
City & State 
Enclosed is 
$ 
$ENO CHECK. MONEY OMR 
OR CASH 10. 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San Jose. California 95192 
Phona 
Lines  
Days 
Classified Doi located Meals
 
08H2tt  
 Deadline Two days p1101 10 publication 
 Consecutive publication 
dates  only 
 No refunds on  cancelled ads 
Paw.
 ti 
Wednesday, November 13,
 1985/SparIE 
Women's
 
Center
 
seeks
 $3,000 
continued from
 page 
"We get
 a 
lot of calls
 by 
women needing 
assistance,  
whether 
psychological,  finan-
cial.
 legal, 
health,  
whatever."  
Keen 
said
 They 
may  be bat-
tered women
 looking 
for  a shel-
ter. 
We listen 
to them, 
then 
refer 
them to 
where  they 
can
 
get help." 
Two special
 allocations
 
funds 
requests  are 
also  sched-
uled  to 
come
 before the
 board 
today for a vote. 
On
 Thursday
 the 
special  
al-
locations
 
committee  
voted 
to 
recommend
 to the 
board 
alloca-
tions of $283
 to 
Eta Phi 
Beta  
so-
rority  and 
$1,224  to 
Radio
 Azt-
Ian. 
Radio  
Aztlan's  
recom-
mendation
 is for 
$792
 ass 
direct  
allocation  
and  $432 as 
a loan to 
be 
paid 
back  by 
the end 
of the 
school year. 
Radio
 Aztlan is 
requesting 
funds  for 
T-shirts,
 records and 
a 
Febuary 
open house to 
coincide  
with
 a new radio show, 
"Radio  
Aztlan." The 
show
 is scheduled 
to air 
Fridays  and will play 
"oldies and salsa." 
Eta Phi 
Beta is 
requesting
 
funds  for a 
Christmas
 candle-
light
 service in the campus 
Cha-
pel. 
Special  
allocations
 has 
$1802.02  in its 
budget and if 
the 
board approves 
today's re-
quests, the 
balance  will drop 
to
 
$295.02. 
However,  A.S. 
plans to 
add $7,000 to the 
budget to fund 
groups next semester. 
This
 se-
mester's special 
allocation  bud-
get was originally $5,000. 
continued 
from page 1 
areas as teaching 
effectiveness,
 com-
puter skills or other elements
 of per-
formance.
 
"We set a tone of 
moderation by 
our 
proposals.  I feel the CSU has re-
buffed us. We 
extended  a peace pipe 
and they 
broke it," Rice said. 
"There is 
compromise  in the fu-
ture, but it will take a 
while to get 
there," Sa mi t said. 
Some of the key proposals 
CFA 
dealt with are joint decision -making, 
reducing the faculty workload and 
addressing professional devel-
opment.  
Regarding joint decision -mak-
ing, Rice said the CSU gave most of 
the power to the campus presidents 
in their proposals. 
"The general force of the con-
tract 
( CSU proposals) is to give al-
most unlimited power 
to the campus 
Lawsuit
 
causes  
tension  
among 
EOP  
employees
 
continued from page 1 
Nanez refused 
to return phone 
calls made to her and Saldana was 
not available for comment. 
The 
waiting
 period between 
being subpoenecl and going to court is 
hard. Leon Dorosz, associate aca-
demic
 vice president for academic 
studies said. 
"Inevitably there
 is tension," he 
said. 
"For people on both sides  there 
is
 a waiting period." 
Dorosz said in the interim his of-
fice is trying to support parties on 
both sides of the suit. 
"We are trying
 to help these peo-
ple understand
 their feelings," he 
said.  
In September,
 Saldana filed a 
$5.5 million
 personal injury suit 
in 
Santa Clara 
County  Superior Court 
charging that a suspension he re-
ceived for allegedly 
harassing  EOP 
secretaries had caused him "wage 
loss, hospital and medical expenses 
and general damages." 
Along with asking $500,000 for 
compensatory damages, the 
com-
plaint asks
 for $5 million in punitive 
damages. 
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Saldana  
claims 
in the 
suit that
 a 
July
 24 letter 
of suspension,
 signed 
by 
SJSU
 
President
 Gail 
Fullerton,
 is "li-
belous 
on
 its face.
 It clearly
 exposes
 
the plaintiff (Saldana 
Ito
 hatred, con-
tempt, 
ridicule,  and obloquy because  
it accuses plaintiff
 of sexual ha-
rassment and sexual misconduct." 
Saldana  
claims  that 
the letter 
of 
suspension  
was read
 by 
persons
 who 
live 
in the San
 Jose 
area,  thus 
his rep-
utation  was 
marred. 
Also 
named  as 
defendants
 in the 
suit 
are  
Rosemary
 
Garcia,  
Carmen  
Ortiz, 
Gema  
Salinas  
Carrie  
Lujan,
 
current
 or 
past  EOP
 
secretaries;  
Nanez; 
and Dorosz 
Saldana's  San Jose 
attorney,  
George Alonso, was
 unavailabe for 
comment . 
Graduate
 
student
 awarded 
$4,900 
continued from
 page 
told by 
Lease 
that
 he no 
longer had
 a 
position 
as a 
student
 
assistant
 be-
cause  of 
budget
 cuts 
Tidaback 
said 
he 
was  also 
told that
 his hours
 as a 
graduate
 assistant
 had 
been
 reduced.
 
Okerlund  
said 
as
 far 
as
 she 
knows 
his hours 
were 
reduced
 to no 
job at 
all. Tidaback
 said it 
was  then 
he
 began 
asking  
questions  about
 his 
contract.
 "I 
tried to 
find outdo
 I 
have 
any  rights
 as a 
student?'  " 
Ti-
daback 
said that
 Lease 
then  told 
him 
he had 
no
 job 
instead
 of 
just
 cut 
hours. 
"Lease wouldn't let 
me sign the 
contract.
 He told me, 
'you've
 been 
making too 
many  phone calls,' 
" Ti-
daback
 said. In a 
January
 meeting 
with  both Lease 
and Okerlund.
 Tida-
back
 
said
 he  
was 
told 
he
 was 
termi-
nated
 
because
 
he
 did 
not  live 
up to 
the 
requirements
 of 
a 
graduate  
assis-
tant . 
Lease 
said 
there 
was  no 
evidence
 
Tidaback
 was not 
classified  in 
the 
spring
 1985 
semester  and 
is pres-
ently 
unconditionally  
classified, 
Lease said. 
Classification  
requires
 an 
audition  by the 
Music  Department 
deeming 
the student capable 
and
 
not 
pay  
her  for her work. 
passing department
 entrance 
exam 
As
 a result,
 Tidaback 
said he 
of 
Tidaback's
 
actually 
doing
 any 
nations. 
Tidaback refused 
to audition 
work 
during  
the 
fall
 
semester,
 
or 
take the exams, 
Lease said. 
"We 
shouldn't
 have 
to 
spend  the 
Tidaback
 said he wasn't 
told  that 
taxpayers'
 
money for
 
services
 
not  
he 
must audition 
until  
February
 1985, 
rendered,"
 Lease 
said.
 Even
 with the 
when
 
auditions  were 
finished. When 
letter
 
of
 intent
 if a 
person  
isn't doing
 
fall 
auditions
 came up, 
Tidaback  was 
his 
job,
 the 
university
 
should
 
be
 
able
 
traveling  
with  a 
band, he said. 
to 
terminate
 
him, 
Lease
 
added.
 
Okerlund said she 
regrets the 
Tidaback
 
said he spent
 the 
entire
 
outcome of 
the claim. 
Because  Tida-
semester  
working
 on a 
poster
 
for the 
back  
has been 
awarded  
the money, 
department,
 
another  student 
will  not get a job 
in 
Okerlund 
said 
she  
fired
 
Tidaback
 
the department,
 she said. 
because
 she 
was not
 satisfied
 with
 his 
Lease 
said he is not
 pursuing 
an
 
work
 
on 
the  job or 
his 
standing
 as a 
appeal
 at 
this time.
 Tidaback
 said he 
graduate
 student. 
"Graduate
 amis.
 
was
 told 
by
 a board member 
that
 he 
tants 
have
 to be students 
in good 
can
 
expect to collect the 
money  
standing.
 They have 
to be admitted
 
 
within  three
 months,  
as classified,"
 Okerland
 said. 
As an 
offshoot 
of
 the whole
 inci-
dent,  the artist
 Tidaback 
hired  to de-
sign 
the poster, 
Denise 
Stanfield,
 
filed a claim with 
the  Santa Cruz Po-
lice 
Department
 against
 Tidaback 
because the 
Music  Department
 did 
paid 
Stanfield
 
$300 of his own
 money 
and 
is
 filing again
 with the 
Board of 
Control
 to 
recoup
 it and 
the 
additio-
nal $300
 the 
school owes Stanfield. 
"A student does not have the 
right to 
commission  someone and 
then 
make  a claim against the uni-
versity," Lease said. A purchase 
order has to come 
through
 proper 
channels,  he said. 
In 
addition, Tidaback
 said there 
are
 other student 
assistants  whose 
hours 
have
 been illegally
 reduced. 
"I don't want 
to create any more 
animosity 
but I think 
people  should 
know
 they have their
 rights," Tide -
back said. 
Despite winning 
his fight with the 
Music Department, 
Tidaback's  grad-
uation date 
will be delayed from this 
May to next December, he 
said,  as a 
result 
of
 having to take other jobs to 
support himself and
 his son. 
CFA
 to haggle
 
over 
faculty  
development
 
'I feel the CSU has rebuffed us. We 
extended a peace pipe and they broke it." 
 Scott
 Rice, 
CFA chapter president 
president,"  Rice said. 
For 
example,
 under the 
present  
contract,  which expires
 June 30, fac-
ulty members
 can file a 
grievance
 
against any administrative
 decisions 
about 
their  promotions, he 
said.  
Under the CSU 
proposals,  this arbi-
tration
 provision would 
be removed.  
Rice
 said. 
Samit said CSU does not want to 
eliminate faculty 
involvement  in de-
cisions
 with such items 
as promotion 
and 
tenure.
 
The
 faculty and 
administration  
should 
share governance of the 
uni-
versity. 
Rice  said. 
"We have 
a system of shared 
government," Samit said. "There is 
a definite commitment
 by the board 
of trustees 
to
 share governance with 
the Academic Senate and 
the  fac-
ulty," Samit said. 
But the CSU was very clear on its 
stand
 on the issue of 
governance,  
according to 
Rice.  One proposal ad-
dressed the issue of administration 
approval  for
 any material to be sent 
or posted for the faculty.
 The propo-
sal states that a copy of 
CFA 
material 
to be distributed
 must be 
checked by 
an
 appropriate 
adminis-
trator  prior to distribution,
 to insure 
that 
it
 is accurate and 
not defama-
tory. 
"They want to 
require us to sub-
mit for 
consideration  any 
material  
we
 want to 
circulate
 to the 
faculty.
 
That
 is censorship,"
 Rice said.
 
The  CFA had also
 asked for a 
re-
duction in 
faculty workload.
 Teach-
ers are 
expected  to conduct
 extensive 
research and teach four 
classes
 a se-
fit ,'SINE
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mester, Rice 
said.  Four classes a 
se-
mester  is 
equivalent  to 
a dozen 50
-
minute 
oral 
presentations
 a 
week,  he 
said. 
One proposal 
would  redefine the 
workload 
from  the 
annual
 24 teaching
 
units
 to 21 units. 
The reduction
 would  
allow 
professors  to teach
 four classes
 
one 
semester and 
three the 
next,  so 
they could 
stay abreast 
of
 their fields 
and 
conduct the
 required 
research,  
Rice said. 
"We're  not 
asking
 for 
research
 
teaching 
loads.  We 
were
 asking for 
a 
reduction 
in the 
load,"
 Rice 
said. 
"We didn't
 expect to 
get  it this 
year,  
but  we were
 starting 
the process
 to-
wards that." 
A 
professor  
needs  the 
additional  
time to 
research  to 
be
 an effective
 
teacher
 and add to 
the pool of 
knowl-
edge  as 
well
 as take 
from it, 
Rice 
said, 
The CSU 
disagrees 
with  reducing
 
theworkload
 because
 it feels 
the  pre-
sent 
system  is 
sufficient,  
Samit  said.
 
CFA didn't ask for 
a redefinition 
of the 
so.orkload 
because
 professors
 
were lazy,
 but rather because they 
want to have the time to work with 
the students and
 have the influence 
on 
the student that they are suppose 
to, 
Rice 
said.  
"We want to help students turn 
into 
creators  of knowledge. We are 
really 
concerned  with the quality of 
education. Our 
status
 and self re-
spect is tied up with the success of 
our institution."
 he said. 
Since CSU does not address this 
issue, Rice said CFA will have to get 
help from the  
legislature.  
A legislature's night will be held 
Nov. 21 
to
 gather faculty and legis-
lature support of CFA's proposals, 
Rice 
said. CFA will ask the legis-
lature to monitor the negotiations,
 he 
said. 
Rice said it is important to build 
up membership of the CFA as well. 
Right now there 
are 7,000 members 
statewide  and Rice said at 
least 8,000 
members are needed to have abetter 
support system. 
"Right now, the way things exist, 
faculty exists to the sufferance of the 
administration,"
 Rice said. 
The faculty is somewhat at a dis-
advantage 
in the bargaining process 
because it does not have the re-
sources that CSU has, Rice said. This 
is why 
the CFA is going to lobby for 
legislature 
support.  CSU, on the other 
hand, has the machinery and mone-
tary support on its side, he said. 
Speaker!
 
to 
discus
 
disease
 
continued 
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 that 
AIDS  
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will
 provide
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only  for 
individ 
fi)i
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AIDS,  
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within 
the C 
population
 . . . 
as
 it is 
n(
 
the 
problem  of 
gay  men. 
"As
 the 
virus 
exte 
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the original
 grou 
flicted,
 it is in 
the 
best
 
of everyone
 that the
 stig 
'gay plague'
 be 
cast
 
as.:  
the gay 
and  non -gay 
c 
nities
 join 
together  in 
s 
and 
understanding  
of 
with AIDS, 
as well as 
w.
 
ward finding a 
vaccine 
the virus' spread." 
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The 
price  of car repairs is highway
 
robbery  
By Jack 
Tordjmun 
SJSU 
senior  Kevin Baker was 
driving back from
 San Francisco 
on Halloween. 
It was 3 a.m and he 
was eager to get 
back  to San Jose. 
In the middle of his favorite
 song, 
"Money for Nothing and Chicks for 
Free- by Dire 
Straits,  his car sud-
denly died. 
He attempted to restart it but 
was unable to. 
Baker 
walked to the a tele-
phone booth and called the Ameri-
can Automobile 
Association  
I AAA for assistance. One hour 
later, help finally arrived. The 
next day. 
Baker got in touch with 
several mechanics about getting 
his car repaired. 
After looking 
at the car, the 
mechanics  
agreed  that 
Baker's  
car needed
 a new 
starter.  
The 
cost  for the 
repair  was 
outrageous.
 Baker 
said. He had 
to 
pay 
for  a new 
starter
 and labor. 
The total cost 
came to $95. 
According 
to a survey from 
the 
American Car Organization 
the cost of car repairs has
 been in-
creasing
 at a yearly rate of 30 per-
cent. 
In the last
 three years 
Ameri-
cans 
have  been 
spending  more 
than 
$45 billion 
on car 
repairs.  
Peter 
Richmond,
 who 
conducted  
the 
survey  in more 
than 20 states 
around the
 nation, said 
that Cali-
fornia is a 
reasonable  state
 as far 
as prices go. 
According
 
to
 
Richmond,
 
one  
of
 
the 
reasons
 
why  if 
has 
become
 so 
expensive  to get cars repaired is 
that unionized 
mechanics ask for 
up to $55 for an hour of labor. It 
might seem like
 a lot but mechan-
ics would like to see 
it go up, Rich-
mond said. 
Ron  Calvaro, an 
SJSU junior 
majoring 
in
 marketing,
 said that 
people 
sould  buy 
American
-made  
cars 
because  it's easier 
to find 
parts 
for  them. 
Calvaro's  
father  
owns a 
garage  and an 
auto repair 
shop
 in 
Cupertino.
 Calvaro
 said 
that some
 foreign 
manufacturers
 
such as Toyota
 or Honda 
are  well 
implanted  all over 
the nation and 
therefore 
the parts 
can  be obtained
 
easily. 
Calvaro works
 at his father's 
shop on the weekends and he has 
worked  on several foreign cars 
such as Fiats. 
Foreign
-made cars 
`- t 
are more difficult 
to work on and 
require more
 time spent on re-
pairs.  Calvaro seal. it's 
unfortu-
nate but the 
customer  will even-
tually have to pay 
for  it, he added. 
SJSU senior Laura Fortman, a 
music 
major,  said that she took 
her car in for a tune-up and 
was 
shocked  when she saw the bill 
She said she felt helpless he 
cause she doesn't know anything 
about cars. Fortman said she paid 
the bill but was under the impres 
sion the mechanic 
took  advantage 
of her 
ignorance. 
.The owner 
of
 the auto shop. 
Frank Collins, said that Fortman 
was only charged for what had 
been  done and nothing else. Collins 
said that there is a 
myth
 about me-
chanics making up imaginary 
car  
Foreign cars
 are the 
American
 
way  
By 
Darrin  Edward Baker 
"I
 was 
looking
 for a 
car that 
Foreign  
automobiles
 are a 
pop-  would 
get me 
good
 gas 
mileage,
 
ular trend in this country today 
and 
looked 
good 
and  
would  
be 
rela-
no yuppie would be 
caught
 dead
 
tively
 
inexpensive,"
 she said.
 "I 
without
 one, 
decided
 on
 
the 
Maxima 
because 
I 
As a 
consequence,
 the
 Amen-
 could 
get more
 for my 
money. 
It's 
can  auto 
industry 
has declined
 in 
a good 
performance
 car, and
 after 
recent years, Only now 
have 
the  
checking
 out 
several different 
domestic
 models
 begun to 
catch up 
kinds of 
cars, I 
found  it to 
be
 the 
to 
their  foreign
 
counterparts
 in 
right car 
for me." 
popularity.
 
Just what 
makes  foreign cars 
so popular 
that supposedly 
patri-
otic 
Americans prefer them
 over 
models made 
in the good 
old 
U.S.A.?
 
According  to 
foreign -car 
owner Delores Gibson
 41983 Nissan 
Maximal, there is no single rea-
son. 
"They're more advanced, for 
one 
thing,"  Gibson said. "Take my 
car, for example. It lets you know 
when you need 
gas,
 when your 
door's open 
and it's got a lot of 
safety features that domestic cars 
don't have." 
Gibson said her back-seat win-
dows do not 
roll down all the way. 
It is designed to prevent children 
and pets from falling out of the car 
while in motion. Also, whenever 
someone tries to open locked doors 
without a key, 
the light automati-
cally comes
 on, 
Gibson said she wasn't specif-
ically
 looking for a foreign car. but 
she wound up buying one. 
Gibson's  previous
 vehicle was
 
a 
1974 Toyota 
Corona,  but like
 the 
Maxima, 
she didn't 
buy  it because
 
it was
 a foreign
 model. 
"At 
the  time 
there 
was  a 
gas  
shortage,  so 
I was 
looking  
strictly  
for a 
car that
 got good
 gas 
mile-
age. I just 
happened 
to find it in 
the 
Toyota," 
she said.
 "If lean 
find all 
the 
features  I 
was  looking 
for in an 
American
-made  car, then 
I would 
buy 
an
 American
-made  car." 
Domestic
 cars 
obviously  
have
 
some 
good
 qualities, 
or
 else no one 
would buy them. Larry Corpus, 
salesman at 
Courtesy  Chevrolet in 
San Jose, pointed out those qual-
ities like only a 
salesman could. 
"American
-made 
cars
 are eas-
ier to 
maintain
 than 
foreign 
cars," 
Corpus
 said.
 "Parts
 can be 
found 
easier 
since  there
 are 
more  do-
mestic 
cars in 
this 
country,  and
 
they
 are 
cheaper
 Infix  
Corpus
 also 
said 
American  
models 
carry  a 
cheaper  
sticker
 
price  than 
foreign
 models, 
which is 
why they are more popular
 with 
the 
working
 class. Very few for-
eign cars
 have a four -figure 
sticker
 
price, and some 
models cost more 
than
 $100,000. 
"People
 buy foreign 
cars  more 
or less as a 
status
 symbol." he 
said. "Most
 of them are made 
out 
of 
fiberglass  and fold like 
an
 
accordion  on impact. 
Many
 Amen 
can cars have 
sheet -metal bodies 
and can 
survive
 impact 
better."  
Foreign cars have 
an appeal to 
people 
because  they are 
faster  
than their 
American
 counterparts 
This results in lower gas mileage.
 
but Corpus
 said that 
does  not 
bother foreign -car
 owners. 
"People who have
 the mone\ 
to 
afford a foreign car don't worry 
about gas mileage," he  
said.  "It 
they do, they 
shouldn't
 buy one." 
Which, then, is the better car" 
Is a domestic model 
better than a 
foreign one?
 Can the whole 
yuppie 
generation be wrong? Is 
the Amer-
ican auto industry's
 resurgence a 
fluke, or is Detroit
 really catching 
up to 
its competition overseas 
in 
terms of quality? 
As stated earlier,
 there is no 
one set answer. 
Just
 because a car 
is made in 
America  or Japan does 
not make it a better
 car. You 
should know 
what you want 
in a 
car, 
and  buy a 
model  that 
meets
 
your 
needs.  Just 
remember
 one 
thing: buying 
a foreign car does 
not make you a traitor. 
problems
 
Collins
 said 
that
 when 
a client 
comes
 in 
with  
something
 to 
be 
fixed 
on the 
car,  his 
mechanics  
check 
everything
 else. 
"Our  
motto  is 
still  better
 be 
safe than
 sorry," 
Collins 
said. 
Baker 
said 
that
 
students
 are
 
not 
rich. 
They 
often 
have 
barely 
enough  
money 
to 
afford  
college.  
Students
 who
 have 
some 
mechan-
ics 
skills 
should  help
 others.
 Baker 
said.  
In addition
 there are books on 
the market to tell and explain how 
do to 
just about anything with 
cars, Baker said. 
Baker had 
another  problem 
with his car a  month later. He said 
he went to 
an
 auto-supply store 
and 
the salesman was helpful. He 
got the part he needed right away 
and with a friend got the job done 
in less than three hours for a cost 
of less than 
$39.  
6 
MONTH
 
6,000
 
GA& 
Troubleshooting
 
Pay attention 
10 a car's 
warning signals when it's act-
ing up Be aware 
of: 
 Engine: Hard to start, 
uses gas excessively,
 smokes, 
is 
sluggish or 
noisy?  
 Transmission: 
Slips. 
shifts 
erratically, is noisy? 
 
Battery:  Won't hold a 
charge?
 
 
Exhaust:
 
Hisses,  
rum-
bles, roars? 
 
Steering. 
suspension:
 
Wanders,  
pulls.  
shimmies? 
 
Brakes:
 
Noisy,  
stop Lin
 
evenly, 
brake pedal
 mushy 
or
 
fading? 
 
Lights:
 Out 
of focus. 
burned 
out,  turn 
signals  
inoper
 
alive? 
 Windshield 
Wipers: 
Smear,
 streak, 
chatter?  
 Body:
 Rusted, 
paint de-
teriorated?
 
If any of the above
 apply 
for
 
if it has been 
a while since 
you've 
had
 
your car 
in
 for serv-
ice),  get It 
checked
 today, 
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Auto
 
insurance
 
worth
 
shopping
 
around
 for 
By 
Phil 
Loom 
is 
California
 law
 
now  
requires
 
that 
every 
car 
driver
 
carry  
auto-
mobile  
insurance
 or 
face 
heavy
 pe-
nalties.
 In 
light 
of
 this,
 
people
 
all  
over 
the 
state
 
are  
shopping
 
around,
 
looking
 for
 the 
best 
cover-
age 
at
 the 
least 
expensive
 
rate. 
What  
good
 
coverage  
includes
 
and the
 
definition
 
of
 decent
 cost
 
may
 vary
 with 
every 
individual.
 
There  can 
be, 
therefore,  
no set 
for-
mula
 for 
discovering
 the 
perfect
 
automobile
 
insurance  
plan for
 you. 
There 
are 
some 
general
 
guidelines,
 however,
 to 
follow 
in
 
selecting  
the  plan 
which 
suits  your
 
needs  while
 keeping 
the cost
 from 
soaking  up 
every cent
 of your 
sav-
ings.  
Many factors contribute to the 
cost of insurance. The age and sex 
of the driver, what the 
car is to be 
used for, the
 area in which it is to 
be driven and the owner's driving 
record
 all are 
factors  
considered
 
when insurance
 companies
 reach 
for their 
charts  and 
tables  to deter-
mine the 
premiums  they
 will 
charge 
to cover
 a 
vehicle.  
Those 
drivers  hit 
hardest are 
young 
males  under
 the age 
of 25. 
Statistics  
compiled  year 
after year 
by 
major  insurance
 companies
 
show 
that these
 drivers 
are, as a 
whole, 
more
 likely to 
be involved 
in 
accidents 
than  any other
 group. 
Thus,
 their premiums
 reflect 
that,  
often 
reaching  a point
 nearly dou-
ble that 
of
 women the 
same age. 
Yet even 
these  drivers 
should
 be 
able to find a 
reasonable deal,
 as 
rates 
vary
 from one 
company  to 
the next due to a 
variety of rating 
systems 
and  the 
idiosyncracies
 of 
individual  companies.
 
Insurance
 rates rise 
steadily  
each year as the 
companies  must 
protect themselves
 against in-
creased costs of physicians'
 fees, 
hospital visits
 and of automobiles 
themselves.  Most 
companies,
 how-
ever, will often
 give a variety 
of 
discounts for their 
customers. 
Some offer
 lower rates for non-
smokers and non-drinkers,
 or for 
owning a 
"conservative" 
car  
rather than a flashy 
sports model. 
Other  discounts for single women 
Bank
 
loans  
between  the
 ages of 
36 and 65, 
for 
those 
who 
qualify
 as 
"good  stu-
dents," 
for children
 at college
 
more than 
100 miles 
from home, 
and for drivers
 who are part 
of a 
car 
pool.  Insurance 
agents should 
be questioned 
about any 
available  
discounts 
that  may apply 
to some-
one 
looking
 for 
insurance.
 
The 
most 
important
 part 
of 
any 
insurance
 
policy
 is 
liability  
coverage.
 This is 
what will 
keep 
you from
 losing 
your home,
 car or 
any 
other  asset
 should 
someone
 
sue  for 
bodily  
injury  or 
property 
damage  
following  
an
 accident.
 
Liability  
coverage  
should,  
ideally,  
be at 
least equal
 to your 
own  net 
worth;  the 
total 
value  of 
every-
thing 
you  own.
 According
 to a 
re-
port 
from
 
Stephen
 L. 
Perreault,
 
former  
associate  
vice  
president
 of 
the 
Hartford 
Insurance
 Group,
 a 
combined
 
liability
 total
 of 
$100,000
 
would  be 
about  right 
for most 
peo-
ple. 
Other insurance costs include 
those for medical payments, colli-
The money
 
is
 out there 
for
 
car  
buyers
 
By 
Shannon  Rasmussen 
If 
money  is 
delaying
 you in purchasing
 a new or 
used 
car,
 don't let it 
stop you 
anymore.
 There 
are  
automobile  loans
 galore out 
there waiting 
for the right 
person 
at the right bank.
 
Each
 bank in 
the  San Jose 
area has its 
own policy 
on lending 
money  for 
auto
 loans. They
 all require 
some
 form of 
credit
 history, 
some type of 
sufficient 
income and
 proof of work 
stability. 
With a 
little  time and a 
few interviews,
 you can 
have 
a loan in a 
matter  of 
days
 to purchase
 that car 
you've  been 
admiring  for 
months. 
In 
looking for 
the  best 
loan,
 there are 
several  
questions  you 
should  ask. 
Does the
 bank 
offers fixed 
or
 variable 
rates?  In 
laymen's
 terms. 
will  the 
lending
 rate 
remain  the 
same 
during  the 
entire  term 
of your 
loan or 
will
 it 
fluctuate
 during 
the term? 
Are there
 loan fees?
 Will you 
have to pay
 a fee for 
processing
 the loan 
application?
 Is there
 a balloon
 
payment,
 
meaning
 will there
 be a 
larger
 
payment
 at 
the end 
of the loan
 term? 
Is there a 
pre -payment
 
penalty,
 meaning 
do you 
have
 to pay 
an
 extra 
charge  
if you 
pay  off 
your
 loan 
earlier  than
 
contracted?
 
These are
 all 
valuable
 
questions  to 
ask the 
bank  
once
 you 
have  filled 
their 
lending
 
requirements,
 
'Requirements
 
vary  
from
 
bank  to 
bank. 
There  are 
several 
common
 issues 
banks 
address  in 
accepting
 an 
application
 loan.
 
One 
of
 the 
first  
requirements
 each
 bank 
addresses  
is
 level 
of
 income.
 A 
person's  
income  
must  
prove  
sufficient
 to 
support
 
expenses  
that go 
out each
 
month,
 
including
 
the  new 
car 
payment.
 How 
long a 
person  
has
 been 
working
 in the
 same
 job or 
at least
 
the 
same
 
profession  
is 
another
 
important
 issue.
 
The  
average
 
period  
of
 time 
a bank 
will 
require  
someone
 
to
 work 
in the 
same 
place 
or field
 is a 
minimum
 of 
one  
year.
 Some
 banks
 
require
 a 
minimum
 of 
18 
months.  
Banks
 also 
use 
monthly
 debts
 as a 
guideline
 in 
determining
 
if a 
person  
has a 
sufficient
 
income.
 
Monthly  
debts  
are  all 
the items
 a 
person  
pays 
out of 
his 
income  
for 
other  
loans,  
house 
payments
 
or
 rent,
 
credit
 card
 
payments  
or 
any  
other
 
monthly  
payments.
 
This
 debt
 does 
not 
include  
such 
items  
as 
PG & 
E 
bills,  
telephone
 
bills  or 
groceries.
 
Debts  
are  
figured
 in 
what 
banks
 call a 
debt 
ratio. 
For 
example,  a bank 
will take a person's
 net income 
and figure out how
 much of that income
 is spent on 
monthly 
debts. Some banks
 will not allow a 
person's  
debts  to be more than 
45 percent of the 
monthly
 net 
pay while others 
allow up to 60 
percent
 lobe used for 
debt 
payments.  
Another area 
that
 banks rely on is 
a person's 
credit 
history.
 All banks require
 at teast one year of 
credit
 to be established,
 if not more. The 
bank  is 
looking for 
paying
 trends ovens 
period  of time with 
credit card accounts 
and any other loans. 
Overall.  
bad credit 
would  include someone
 who had a car 
repossessed  or someone
 who habitually 
makes  
payments 30 
or more days late of 
a scheduled due date 
for 
payment.  
Another
 issue is residence. 
Banks  are looking to 
see how often a 
person  has moved. 
This
 area ranges 
from 
one  year to two
 years. 
Just how much money a 
bank will loan depends 
Ott 
the cost 
of
 the car, what the 
rate  on auto loans is 
within the 
individual bank, and 
what  kind of car is 
being 
purchased.
 
How much financing is 
requested  is important 
too. 
For example, some
 banks at this 
time offer an 
average of 12 
to 14 percent 
interest  rate on loans
 while 
two years
 ago, rates 
were  as high as 
18 to 19 percent.
 
Rates vary from bank  to bank at this 
present  
time. For example, on a $10,000 car, with 80 percent 
financing,  the rate could be as low 
as 11,2 
percent  or 
with a 100 percent financing could raise to 12,4 
percent. This depends on the banks rates and the 
financing. 
In applying for the loan, people have two choices 
They can go car shopping first and 
receive the copy of 
the car purchase 
order ( for a new car) or the bill of 
sale) for a used 
car).
 Then, the purchase form is 
taken to the bank and the application for the loan 
is 
filled 
out, 
Another way 
logo
 about getting a loan is to find 
out how much a person can receive in a loan, 
depending on income and the other requirements 
As several bank employees said, each person is 
individual, so exceptions 
are made in meeting all  
necessary  requirements. Usually inquiries are made 
into whys payment was late or whys 
person has 
moved so often, 
awn
 or comprehensive
 coverage 
( for 
replacement
 of a totalled vehi-
cle),
 and uninsured motorist
 cov-
erage, to insure 
against an unin-
sured driver or 
hit-and-run  bodily 
injury. 
One way to cut corners on pre-
miums is to increase the  amount of 
deductibles in your policy.
 By of-
fering to 
pay a slightly larger 
amount of a claim yourself should 
you be in an accident,
 you reduce 
the 
cost to the insurance company 
and it, in return, will reduce your 
premium. 
Thus,  the company will 
still be responsible for handling 
larger claims while you take 
care 
of minor losses, 
Another cost
-saver  is to drop 
collision and 
comprehensive  
cov-
erage from 
your policy 
altogether 
if your car 
is more than
 five years 
old. 
At
 that point,
 the fair 
market  
value 
of
 the 
vehicle  
what  an in
-
Page
 5 
surance 
company
 would pay
 in the 
event of an 
accident ) is 
greatly
 de-
preciated
 from its 
original cost 
and 
probably not
 worth the 
added 
cost to your bill. 
Overall,  when 
shopping for
 an 
insurance 
policy
 to fit your 
individ-
ual 
needs,  the best 
advice  anyone 
could give 
would be to shop 
around.
 Go to a 
variety
 of insur-
ance
 companies and
 see what they
 
can offer. 
Remember  that 
insur-
ance 
companies are 
really finance 
companies;  they 
take your 
money  
in the 
form of premiums,
 hoping 
that they 
won't  have to 
give
 any-
thing  back 
(claims).
 and while 
they have 
your money, 
they put it 
somewhere  
where they 
won't  lose 
it and
 where it 
may  gain 
interest.
 
They are 
using  the money to 
their 
own 
advantage.  So 
use them to 
yours,  and get 
your money's 
worth 
t#c0 
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AUTOTEK  
CSR 3200 
AM/FM stereo 
cassette with Dolby, Auto 
Reverse,  
Pushbuttons, Separate 
Bass
 & Treble, Sendust head 
 
$129.00  
AUTO HI -Fl 
AM/FM 
stereo  cassette plus 2 
full range door mount
 
speakers,
 and for San 
Jose State 
Students  
 $88 00 installed 
Show us 
your  SJSU Student
 I.D. and have 
your
 cassette 
deck installed  
FREE
 
Sound
 Shuttle 
auto stereo
 & accessories 
723-1444  
3510 Pearl Ave , Near Capitol Expvvy 
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Drivers
 get 
the  
signal,
 
call  
for
 
more  
phones
 
By David Leland
 
It's a necessity for 
some and a 
status 
symbol for others;
 police 
say it is even
 saving lives. 
But  
there can be no 
disputing that the 
car 
telephone
 is rapidly 
becoming  
a vital link 
between
 the mobile and 
the stationary.
 
By the end 
of
 the year over 
50,000 mobile 
phones will be in 
use 
in
 California alone,
 according to 
California 
Highway  Patrol 
statis-
tics. 
"The
 phone is absolutely nec-
essary
 for those who need 
to
 com-
municate  while 
away
 from the of-
f ice," Al 
Fischer, 
Motorola  
salesman,
 said. 
Fischer  said his 
primary  cus-
tomers are 
people
 in construction, 
real estate
 and insurance. 
The CHP has 
reported that 20 
percent
 of the "911" 
emergency 
calls come 
from drivers 
with mo-
bile telephones 
in their car. 
"People call to 
report drunk 
drivers, stalled
 cars and acci-
dents," 
Officer Dave 
McClain  of 
the 
Oakland
 dispatch center said. 
The 
mobile  telephone ranges 
in price from 
$1,495 to $4,145 for
 
Motorola's top of the line 
cellular  
Auto
 
expenses  hit 
non
-drivers
 as well 
By David 
Wenstrom  
Richard Treidel thinks tree 
parking is a rip-off. 
"It's not free;
 it's hidden in the
 
cost of the
 merchandise 
or serv-
ices," Treidel 
said.  "There is no 
such thing 
as
 free parking." 
Treidel,  treasurer
 of the 
Mod-
ern Transit 
Society, said 
the hid-
den
 costs of automobiles
 extend to 
every 
consumer,
 every 
taxpayer,  
whether
 or not 
they  drive a 
car.
 
The
 Modern Transit 
Society works 
to 
expose
 these costs and
 hopes to 
shift them 
directly  to 
automobile
 
use. 
The 
Modern  
Transit
 Society, a 
non-profit 
organization  
with  more 
than
 40 active 
members in 
San 
Jose, 
lobbies
 at the city 
and county 
level. A 
branch
 of the 
organization  
in 
Sacramento lobbies
 at the state 
level. And 
it is up against
 some 
pretty
 stiff 
competition,  Treidel 
said. 
"One  out of every 
six Ameri-
cans earns a 
living
 through the 
au-
tomobile,  
whether  
they're
 pump-
ing
 gas or selling
 insurance," 
he
 
said. "They 
work together
 effecti-
vely
 as a lobbying
 group through 
organizations
 like the 
American 
Automobile  
Association  to 
keep 
the auto
 king." 
Treidel,
 who does
 own a 
car 
but  rarely 
drives  it, said 
all Ameri-
cans 
pay 
indirectly  for 
auto-
mobiles 
through 
increased
 prop-
erty  taxes.
 "free" 
parking 
and 
police  
expenses,
 among
 other 
things.
 
"When 
you put 
in
 a freeway,
 it 
takes that 
land off the 
property tax
 
roles,"
 he said.
 
This 
raises  
property  
taxes  for 
homeowners,  
he said, 
so residents
 
are 
indirectly
 
financing
 the 
auto-
mobile 
through  
increased  
property 
taxes. 
"In 
San  Jose, 
approximately  
30 
percent of the 
police depart-
ment's 
function  is related 
to auto-
mobiles,"  
Treidel
 said. 
"Yet
 none 
of 
their  budget is 
from the gas 
tax."
 
The gas tax is a state 
tax  on 
gasoline sales. Article 19 of the 
California Atate Constitution 
states that gas tax funds may be 
used only for construction and 
maintenance of roads. Treidel said 
the gas tax should be raised to 
defer automobile -related 
costs  di-
rectly to automobile consumers. 
"If you had an equitable gas 
tax, by getting rid of your car 
you'd get rid of your expense," he 
said. "And you could control your 
expenses better. By choosing to 
drive less, you 
would  pay less." 
To defer all automobile -re-
lated costs directly to the gas tax 
would raise gasoline prices about 
17 cents, Treidel said. 
The Modern Transit Society 
would also like to see free 
parking  
eliminated.
 Free parking defers 
the cost of parking lots and ga-
rages to consumers, Treidel said. 
"We'd like to see 
shopping  
centers charge for parking," he 
said. "And maybe 
those who take 
the bus could 
get a rebate for 
fare." 
Treidel, an SJSU graduate
 in 
electrical engineering, said 
SJSU 
is "progressive" 
when
 it comes to 
parking. 
"They make you pay," he 
said. 
An example of the cost of park-
ing is the Market 
Street
 Garage 
expansion in downtown San Jose, 
Treidel said. The three-level, 750-
space expansion will cost $8.2 mil-
lion, which works out to $10,933 for 
each space. 
The Modern Transit Society 
also lobbies for expanded transit 
systems, particularly railway, 
Treidel
 said. But some public 
money earmarked for transit is 
being misdirected,
 he said. 
"In 1976, Santa Clara County 
voters passed ( a referendum that 
included) the half cent sales tax 
for transit," Treidel 
said.  "The 
idea was to keep the bus system 
running and expanding. But 
they're using that money for roads 
and HOV ( high 
occupancy  vehi-
cles) 
lanes, which we feel is 
kind of 
a fraud on the 
voters.  It was never 
intended
 
logo
 to highways."
 
Treidel said
 a state proposi-
tion,  Proposition Five, 
passed  in 
June 1974, has
 led to San Jose's 
light rail 
system,  which is in the 
beginning
 phases of 
construction.
 
The proposition permits
 coun-
ties to use 
25 percent of gas tax 
funds for guideway 
transportation,
 
specifically trains 
and other rail-
way systems. 
"If it has a steering wheel, it's 
not guideway 
transportation," 
phone. 
To place a call costs the user 
45 cents per minute during peak 
hours, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and 20 cents 
a minute during off hours. 
In addition to this 
there is a 
monthly charge of $45. Long dis-
tance calls are monitored
 at the 
standard price of the company 
which you are using (Pacific Bell, 
MCI, Sprint). 
If that fits into your budget, 
you can 
call anywhere in the world 
as you cruise down the freeway on 
the way to your next appointment. 
There are two
 types of car 
telephones, the cellular and Ole 
Improved Mobile Telephone Sys-
tem 
( IMTS). 
The
 cellular phone, 
invented  
three years ago in 
Chicago and 
available in the 
Bay Area since 
last spring, is the most popular,
 
Fischer said. 
The cellular phone
 has a mem-
ory of 30 storage units to memorize 
phone numbers one might want to 
call from 
their  car. Plus it has a 
capacity
 of 666 channels
 to choose 
from which 
means  that there is al-
ways 
an open channel
 to place 
your call 
when  you desire. 
Assuming that you are driving 
in an area that is outfitted  for the 
cellular phone (San Rafael to San 
Jose and surrounding areas) the 
reception should be great, Fischer 
said. 
The IMTS is like the old "party 
line" system, 
Fischer
 said. It is 
difficult to get the person you 
want  
many times because
 there are only 
10 to 15 
channels to choose from 
and they are usually 
occupied.
 
The
 CHP, 
at the 
direction  
of 
the state
 
legislature,
 
has  begun 
a 
study  of 
car  
phones
 in 
California,  
with a 
report 
due next
 summer.
 
Highway
 
101  in 
Santa Clara
 is 
a 
good
 
example
 
of
 rush-hour
 
traffic
 
Treidel said. 
"The  intent was not 
to use it for busses." 
Santa Clara County
 voters 
passed Measure A in 1974 
"by  a 
two
 to one margin"
 directing the 
county to follow 
the  propostion 
guidelines
 for using gas 
tax funds 
for guideway 
transportation.  
Though
 the proposition has 
led 
to the
 beginning stages
 of a light 
rail system, 
Treidel
 said, the fu-
ture for 
the system is 
uncertain.  
"The legislation
 says that 
money 
may be used for 
guideway  
transportation,"  Treidel 
said. 
The light
 rail system 
is just a 
"starter  system,"
 Treidel 
said.  
Treidel, who 
wears  a button 
declaring 
"Transit  now! Get off 
your 
asphalt,"
 said the safest, 
most economical 
mode of trans-
portation is the train. 
"Proof 
that
 railroads are eco-
nomical is that 
Third  World coun-
tries are 
going to them," he said. 
"India is a leader in 
railway  sys-
tems.
 Because they are a 
poor  
country, they look to the 
cheapest 
way to 
move
 people and 
goods."
 
Treidel, who 
is writing a text-
book on trains, said he first be-
came interested 
in
 trains while va-
cationing in Europe, which has 
extensive railway
 systems. 
Trains are much safer than 
automobiles, "the
 number one 
killer in the 
18 to 25 age 
bracket,"
 
Treidel said. 
Tracks are divided into 
"blocks" and 
as a train passes 
through a block it short
 circuits a 
signal. If another train enters the 
.block
 the signal along the 
tack.
 
activates a buzzer in the train. If 
the operator fails 
to
 acknowledge 
the signal, there is a 
lever  on the 
tracks that trips 
the  air brakes and 
stops the train. 
"Railroads  
are  the most 
effi-
cient form 
of 
transportation
 but 
they 
always  seem
 to be 
in
 some 
kind of 
economic  
difficulties  
be-
cause
 they have 
to compete," 
he 
said. "When
 rails get 
washed out, 
they 
have to 
pay to fix 
them. 
V 
Richard
 Flaro 
That's 
why 
Greyhound  
makes 
money and
 railroads
 lose it." 
"Even if you
 had an 
effective
 
mass 
transit,  there
 would 
still be 
people who
 want to 
drive,"
 Treidel 
said. 
"You haven't really gotten 
freedom when you buy an auto-
mobile. You become 
a prisoner of 
those 
payments and the repair 
shops,"
 he said. 
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People
 who 
sell 
cars  don't 
always
 
live
 
down
 
to
 
their
 
reputation
 
By 
Alison  C. Ziganti 
Buying 
a car is not only a 
major 
financial  investment,
 but it 
can also be a mentally 
stressful  ex-
perience.
 After all, car salesmen 
are pushy, demanding
 and arro-
gant. Right? 
Wrong.
 
Wrong, that 
is, if you happen
 
to be lucky enough 
to get the right 
car salesman, which by the way, 
'I'm
 not 
intimidating
 
and 
I don't want my 
customers
 to be 
either.'
 
 Dottie 
Barbera,
 
car saleswoman
 
does not have to be a carsales-
MAN.
 The right man for the job 
can also be a woman. 
That's where Dottie Barbera, 
car saleswoman at Stevens Creek 
Honda, comes into the picture. 
Barbera breaks
 the stereotype 
that so often fits the typically 
pushy salesman. "You are defi-
nitely a red -Ferrari type," 
says 
the demanding salesman in his 
desperate attempt to 
sell a car to 
an 80-year
-old
 woman who swears 
she'll only drive 
it
 to church on 
Sundays.
 
"I want to sell 
my
 customers 
the car 
that  would best suit 
them,"
 
said 
Barbera.  "I don't 
believe in 
high-pressure sales." 
Another aspect of Barbera's 
Dottie Barbera 
shows a 
new
 car to Henry and 
Virginia  
Knopes
 of 
Cupertino
 
life that is 
atypical  of the stereo-
typed salesman is the 
fact.that  she 
is a born-again Christian. 
"I give Him all the glory. He 
has blessed me and He's my soul 
strength." 
Barbera came to California 
from New York eight years ago. At 
the time, she was down on her 
luck, jobless, but ready to make a 
new start. 
"In New York, I was
 a secre-
tary 
for 
Rolls  
Royce  Aero 
Engi-
neers, but I wanted 
something 
else," she said. 
Barbera 
applied
 with Delta 
Airlines because she wanted 
to
 uti-
lize the traveling benefits the com-
pany offered. 
Then she heard of a job open-
ing at Lowell Honda, where her 
aunt was 
employed.  
"The only thing I could think 
of was, 'I don't 
know how to sell a 
car," 
she  said. "At the time, I was 
really bashful,
 but
 I decided
 
to
 go 
Me 
Schneider
 
through 
with it, so I took 
the job." 
Within a 
few weeks,
 Barbera 
had put 
a label on her newly at-
tained status 
as a car salesperson. 
"I loved it," she said.
 
Delta had phoned Barbera 
for 
her second 
interview,  but she de-
clined, because 
she  was more than 
satisfied
 in her recently 
acquired
 
position. 
That was
 over six years ago 
and Barbera now finds 
herself  in 
the same position, 
however,  at an-
other 
dealership. The
 Honda deal-
ership where 
she  is currently em-
ployed is a 
member of the
 Bay 
Area's 
Lucas 
Dealership  
Group  
and is ranked 
the number one 
Honda 
dealership in Northern 
Cal-
ifornia.
 
"It's not
 hard to 
sell a 
car  
here,"
 she said.
 "If you 
feel good 
about 
yourself  and 
what  you 
are  
selling,
 you 
project
 that. 
It's  hard 
work and 
very 
competitive,  
but  I 
enjoy it." 
Barbera 
feels being 
a woman  
in car  
sales  is a 
definite  asset.
 
"I can't
 count
 the 
times 
people
 
have
 
said
 'Do
 you 
know
 how 
re-
freshing
 it 
is to 
be 
talking
 to 
a 
woman'  
while
 I'm 
selling
 a 
car," 
Barbera
 
said.  
"It 
also  
seems  
men  
don't  
think  
any 
less  of 
you 
if 
you're
 
doing  it.
 
There
 
aren't
 
many  
macho
 types
 
that
 
would  
find
 it 
hard 
to 
accept  
anymore."
 
Barbera
 
puts
 
between
 40 
and 
45 hours
 per 
week 
into
 her 
job.  On 
a 
monthly  
basis,  
she  sells 
approxi-
mately 
15 to 17 
cars, 
the 
majority  
of 
which  
tend
 to 
be
 
Preludes
 
and  
Accords.
 
The 
well-known,
 
cartoon
-like  
customer
 
who  feels
 
kicking
 
the  
tires  as 
an 
appropriate
 
means  of 
testing  a 
car's 
ability 
still 
comes  
into the
 
dealership,
 
said 
Barbera.
 
But a 
good 
customer,
 
Barbera
 
said,
 is one 
who is 
pleasant  and
 
makes 
her feel 
at ease. 
"I'm  not 
intimidating
 and I 
don't want 
my 
customers  to 
be either," 
she said. 
Cop 
cars:  homes away 
from 
home,
 
offices
 
on 
wheels
 
By
 
Eugene
 
Castillo  
The 
automobile  
has
 become a 
necessity
 that 
almost no 
person 
can
 live 
without.  
People  use 
their 
cars 
to travel 
to work,
 school 
or 
simply  to 
go out for 
fun. But
 to po-
lice officers
 the 
patrol 
car be-
comes 
a second 
home. 
Derek  
Sousa,  a 
Mountain
 View 
police 
officer,  
considers  
his car 
one of 
the 
main
 tools 
at his 
dispo-
sal. 
"For  a 
police  
officer  
your  car 
is 
your 
office,"  
Sousa  
said.  
"Just
 
as 
in a 
regular  
office 
you 
tend
 to 
spend 
a lot 
of time 
in it, 
but you
 
also 
use it 
to keep
 a lot 
of your
 
material  in 
order." 
Sousa  
keeps 
all 
his  
working  
material  
in
 a 
pursuit  
case.  A 
pur-
suit
 case 
contains
 all
 the 
needed 
paper  
work  
and  
field
 
equipment
 
that 
is
 used 
during
 his 
shift. 
This 
includes
 a 
fingerprint
 kit, a 
copy 
of 
the  
California
 
penal  
code
 and
 a 
pair
 of 
binoculars,
 
which 
are 
used  
for 
surveillance.
 
"I
 carry
 as 
many
 as 
eighteen
 
different
 
forms  
in 
that 
case,"
 
Sousa  
said. 
"I 
have
 
at
 least
 six 
dif-
ferent
 
forms  
for 
traffic  
accidents
 
alone.  
One  of 
the 
problems
 
Sousa  
en-
countered
 as a 
new 
officer
 was
 ad-
justing  
to 
sleeping  
during 
the 
day  
and working at night. 
There are many accessories in 
a police car. The most important 
accessory to a police officer is the 
radio, Sousa said. 
It is the one thing
 that keeps 
the officer informed
 on what is 
happening 
in his area. Each car  
also contains a shotgun, reading 
lamp and a plexiglass 
cage
 that is 
located in the rear of the car. 
A few cars carry
 on -board 
computers but they are usually re-
served for larger departments
 or 
people in charge of a team of offi-
cers. 
As a new officer, Sousa works 
rotating
 shifts so that he will expe-
rience what it is like to work 
at all 
hours  before he is sent out on his 
own. The 
purpose  of the rotation is 
for his training officer to 
observe
 
how Sousa operates
 under differ-
ent 
circumstances.
 
One 
aspect of Sousa's 
job that 
stays the same is 
the preparation 
an officer does in 
readying his car 
for a shift. 
Each time 
he goes out 
on the 
road, he 
must  check 
the
 condition 
of 
his  vehicle. Sousa 
said that he 
tries to make 
this a routine 
habit  
so 
that
 no contraband is 
left from a 
previous shift
 
"I pull the 
back seat up every-
day to make sure that nothing is 
left," Sousa said. "Sometimes 
prisoners try and drop off drugs 
and weapons that they don't want 
to get caught with." 
Sousa's car is 
maintained  by a 
training 
cadet.
 The cadets has the 
responsibilty of making  sure that 
the patrol 
car  has all the equip-
ment that the officer 
will need dur-
ing his shift, Sousa said. 
When Sousa was a cadet 
he
 
was taught
 how to drive aggres-
sively. The purpose
 of this training 
was to get him used to the limita 
tions of his
 car and himself. 
His favorite activity during
 his 
training was pursuit week. During 
this time, training
 cadets played a 
cat and mouse game that was to 
simulate a 
high  speed chase. 
"We would have about 
a thou-
sand cones set up to 
simulate 
streets and
 intersections," Sousa 
said. "We would then pull over our 
instructors who would pretend to 
be civilians, 
but  as we would step 
out
 of our car they would 
race 
away simulating a code three 
chase. This was 
really exicting." 
Another
 part of training that 
the officers were made to think 
about was 
what they are going to 
do before they get to the scene of 
the crime or 
accident. Sousa said 
that an officer must 
be prepared 
mentally and keep aware of the 
sit-
uation around him, this includes 
thinking about his driving 
"Once  you 
throw 
on
 the 
lights
 
and
 sirens you
 can get 
really 
car-
ried 
away." 
Sousa  said 
"In the 
academy 
they teach 
you how to 
handle this " 
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CLASSICS 
SumE
 
racing 
purists 
think 
that 
cars
 have 
become
 little 
more  than 
generic 
appliances.
 
Since computers started replacing seat
-
of -the
-pants
 engineering in the late 60s 
cars have 
become mundane and 
soul -less, some say. 
The old ways of 
racing are brought back 
today  by thousands of these 
enthusiasts
 at 
vintage racing car meets
 on racetracks 
worldwide. 
On the West Coast, the Classic Sports Car 
Racing Group was formed by drivers who bring 
their cars together several times a 
year to 
reminisce 
and experience motor racing the 
way  
it 
used  to 
be. 
"There's no 
doubt  that the cars 
come from a 
period where 
there was a lot
 of variety, a lot
 of 
art, a 
lot  of hand
-manufactured  
cars,"  said 
Ernie Prisbe, 
CSRG  member and
 owner of a 
1964 Alfa 
Romeo  Giulia 
TZ
 1. 
"It was probably
 the last great 
era of sports 
cars before
 combinations 
of economics 
and  
more computer controlled
 design changed the 
personality 
of
 the cars," he said. 
"Each  factory 
had its own 
personality 
that went into
 its cars, 
each
 company 
had  sort of a 
trademark." 
Cars 
with
 technology
 of the
 early
 60s are
 the 
lastest 
examples  allowed 
to 
compete
 
in the 
CSRG
 racing 
events. 
"The
 technology of performance cars 
changed very dramatically between about '62 
and '67," said Jay Weidenfeld, a CSRG founder 
and 1961 Lotus 
Elite  owner. 
"During that 
era,
 a great deal of 
new  
technology  was applied 
much wider tires,
 
much more 
highly -stressed 
suspension  and a 
lot 
more aerodynamic
 engineering went on,"
 he 
said. 
The CSRG 
started  17 years ago
 when the 
owners 
of just five 
racing cars 
met at a 
road
 
racing 
course in 
Vacaville 
for a 
"mechanical  
picnic",  
Weidenfeld  
said. 
The 
group's  real
 events 
have  always
 been 
held in 
Sonoma  
County.  
From
 1970 
to
 1972 they
 
raced at the Cotati
 racetrack, and the 
200 
member CSRG
 now runs at 
Sears
 
Point  
Raceway.
 
Prisbe said that the 
group  has grown over 
the past five years and vintage racing has 
become popular all over
 the country. There is 
probably 
one classic racing 
event  in 
the 
United 
States
 every week and it has always been 
popular in 
England,  he said. 
Some
 of the 
CSRG 
drivers
 run 
in 
events  
throughout
 
the 
West
-coast  on 
tracks
 
including  
Riverside 
and  Willow Springs in Southern 
California. Vintage racing is also held in 
Vancouver, Canada and the Bahamas. 
"It's a hell of a lot of fun," Weidenfeld said. 
"They're all nominally headed your way and 
that helps.
 People occasionally
 
spin
 those
 cars, 
but you don't have to look over your shoulder for 
the Highway 
Patrol  and you seem to be moving 
fairly briskly." 
"It's an escape 
from the real 
world,"
 said 
driver Judy
 Morton, a 1971
 SJSU mathematics  
graduate. "It truly is gentleman
 
racing.
 
Yes, 
we're 
out there to
 win.. you want
 to drive as 
fast
 
as you
 can, but 
if it means 
that you're 
going to 
take  a 
chance
 of damaging
 your car
 you don't."
 
"You have a reasonable satisfaction that the 
other 
drivers around you know what they're 
doing," Weidenfeld said. "Most of these cars 
can't be repaired from the 
junkyard.  There is a 
respect
 for other people's sheetmetal." 
It can 
cost  the vintage 
cars driver 
lots of 
money when the sheetmetal does get bent. 
"That's
 one of the
 drawbacks,"
 Prisbe said.
 
"It's  
certainly
 not a money
-making
 venture. 
Since 
you often 
have  to 
have
 custom 
made  parts 
and a skilled
 person 
working 
on
 the car 
you  have 
to pay 
top  
dollar."
 
"It's easy to 
spend five 
thousand
 dollars 
each season
 keeping a 
reasonably  nice
 car in top  
shape,"
 he said. 
"You just 
can't  take it to 
a gas 
station
 for a 
tune-up.
 That's 
one  reason 
why
 I'm 
learning
 to do all 
my work.-
Prisbe said that there are a growing
 number 
of car dealers 
specializing
 in vintage cars that 
can 
handle  body forming, parts 
machining  and 
rebuilding engines. 
"There are six top-quality restorers in the 
Bay Area," he said. "There are also people just 
for tracking down parts." 
Morton and her husband Bill own a Lotus 11, 
Lotus 18 and a Ferrari 166 MM. Bill Morton has 
traveled
 to England and Italy to locate parts for 
the cars 
Prisbe and Morton said that it is 
possible  to 
buy a classic racing car and prepare it to race 
for about $10,000 to $15,000. 
"You can get a basket case for less than 
that," Morton said. 
The
 Mortons'
 Lotuses
 are each 
worth 
about  
$20,000
 
and  their 
Ferrari "goes up 
every  day" 
and 
is
 in 
the 
neighborhood  of $100,000,
 
she  
said. 
It would 
be emotionally
 difficult
 for them 
to 
sell 
their cars,
 Morton 
said.  
"We
 would 
part with 
them only
 if it was 
necessary  
to buy 
something
 that 
we really
 lusted
 
after."
 
Racer Rill 
Morton,
 far left, 
at the 
wheel of a 1953
 
Ferrari 166 MM;
 This 
Jaguar 1) -type is one of 
man) 
vintage  sports cars 
raced at Sears Point 
Raceway in Sonoma 
Photos 
and 
text 
by 
Tyrone 
van 
Hooydonk 
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Smog
 
checks
 
clean
 up 
our  air 
Wise
 to shop
 around
 for 
certificate  
By 
Patricia  Pane 
Studies indicating
 that air pol-
lution can 
lead to heart
 and lung 
disease  forced 
state officials 
to 
implement 
a biennial 
smog
 inspec-
tion 
program 
in
 March 
1984.  
"The air was 
so
 dirty, that peo-
ple would
 have been 
poisoned  here 
pretty
 soon," 
said Max 
Baggett, 
superviser
 of the 
San Jose 
Bureau  
of Automotive
 Repair.
 
He added
 that although 
the 
marketplace
 has 
dictated  the 
price  
of 
a smog 
check,
 cost need
 not be a 
problem 
if
 the consumer
 shops 
around.  
The program 
requires any 
car  
or 
lightweight  
truck 
under  8,501 
pounds 
and less than 
21 years old 
to
 
undergo a 
smog  check 
before  the 
vehicle 
registration
 will 
be
 re-
newed by the
 Department
 of Motor 
Vehicles.  A 
smog
 certificate,
 proof 
that  the 
vehicle  meets
 pollution 
standards,  
must  accompany
 the 
registration
 renewal
 form. 
Baggett said 
the certificate is 
issued by 
automotive 
repair  shops 
that
 are licensed
 by the 
state.
 The 
Bay  Area has 
4,000  certified 
shops, 
he 
said,  and are 
identifiable 
by a 
large,
 sky blue 
rectangle
 with a red
 
check in the 
center. 
Though the
 certificate
 is six 
dollars,
 he said there
 is no legal
 
limit  to the 
charge  for the
 inspec-
tion. 
Prices  in the 
San Jose 
area  
range from 
$10 to $50 for
 the in-
spection. 
In addition 
to shopping
 
around 
for  prices, 
Baggett 
urged 
consumers to get a written esti-
mate before submitting to the 
smog 
check.  
Mike 
Flanigan, assistant chief 
of 
public
 affairs in the 
Sacramento  
BAR office 
explained  the process: 
 Notification 
that a smog cer-
tificate is 
required
 accompanies 
a 
DMV registration renewal 
form. 
 All 
vehicles  having a 
vehicle 
identification 
number  ending in an 
odd  number are to 
be
 inspected in 
odd
-numbered years. 
Similarly, all 
vehicles
 having a VID 
number end-
ing in an even
 number are to 
be in-
spected in even
-numbered years. 
 If 
the VID ends with
 a letter, 
the number
 preceding it 
indicates  
whether
 inspection 
will  be required 
in an even- or 
odd -numbered year. 
Flanigan said the
 inspection is 
a two-step 
process.  
It involves a visual 
observation  
under the 
hood,  under the 
car, 
opening
 the gas tank 
input  door to 
check if 
the  filler restricter
 has 
been popped 
out,  as well as a look 
to see tithe
 smog 
equipment  is in 
place. 
The second step
 is a  tail pipe 
emission 
inspection in 
which a 
computer 
measures  the 
hydrocar-
bon and 
carbon
 monoxide 
emis-
sions. 
The computer
 is pro-
grammed
 to analyze 
the standards 
of 
emission  control based 
on the 
make, 
model  and year of 
the car 
being inspected.
 
lithe
 car 
passes  inspection, a 
smog 
certificate  is 
issued.
 If the 
Terry 
Gwinn 
checks  out 
the innards
 of a '74 
BMW as 
part of a 
smog  check
 
vehicle  
does
 not 
pass,  the 
con-
sumer 
must 
attempt  to 
bring the 
vehicle
 into 
compliance
 and 
reduce  
emissions
 by 10 
percent.
 If the 
smog 
equipment
 on the
 car has 
not 
been 
tampered  
with,  the 
consumer  
is
 not required
 to spend
 more than
 
$50
 
for
 
repairs.  
"Be a 
smart 
consumer,"  
Fla-
nigan
 said, 
"and
 find a 
station  that 
does 
repairs  as 
well  as 
inspection,  
and
 one that 
will 
reinspect
 the 
car  
for 
free,"
 He 
said
 that 
more  than 
50
 
In 
search  of 
the
 catalog
 
jeep  
By Laura Cronin 
Government surplus
 Jeeps are 
like mail order brides.
 Sometimes 
you get a honey, sometimes 
you  
get  a lemon and 
sometimes
 you 
don't get 
what you wanted at 
all.  
Those 
advertisements that 
even the Spartan
 Daily runs are 
not 
only
 meant to 
order  a Jeep. 
You 
could  not only recieve 
cata-
logs of Jeeps
 as the ad baits, but
 
catalogs explaining
 how you can 
get a government list of 
used
 or 
surplus 
merchandise.  
Through a private 
agency,  the 
National 
Information  Center, in 
Elgin, Illinois, you can order
 "di-
rect"
 a surplus digest that has lists 
of "government leftovers", grants 
and jobs. You
 can get all this for 
622.50 or slightly less if you choose 
to pay 
c.o.d.  . 
But where 
are the Jeeps? 
This National Information 
Center sells the directories telling 
you how to get in touch with sur-
plus bases in your area. The sur-
plus objects are sold four or five 
times a month in such heavy vol-
ume states as California. 
The Jeeps are supposedly fully 
operational. The catch is, you have 
to put them together. 
It all started about ten years 
ago, when the government began 
selling some
 of the vehicles in two 
\ 
Toe  
,es.
 
page 
pieces. You 
got the thrill of weld-
ing the
 two halves together. 
No 
more. 
In the 
vast 
research  
com-
pleted 
to get the 
bottom of 
this lat-
est
 
governmental
 deal
 I discov-
ered 
that the Jeep
 now proves
 to be 
an elusive
 vehicle. 
My 
informant
 is 
Walt  Minkel.
 
He
 had the 
misfortune  of 
working  
for the 
husband  of 
this
 reporter. 
He was 
pressed
 into service
 in the 
furtherance  of truth. 
He said he got the mailing list 
and received his "invitation for 
bidding". 
The  information sheet
 
Id 
he received 
came
 with offers for 
obtaining a wide 
variety of goods 
in 
addition to 
Jeeps:  clothes, 
div-
ing 
equipment, 
cars,  trucks 
and  
scrap 
metal  from used
 subma-
rines. These 
offerings
 were often 
withdrawn
 prior to 
bid  accep-
tance, Minkel said. 
Minkel 
once bid on 30 
scuba 
tank
 regulators 
but they were 
withdrawn
 before the 
items actu-
ally 
went to the 
selling  block. 
So buyer
 or 
prospective
 buyer
 
beware.
 Minkel
 never got
 his 
scuba 
regulators 
and you 
may  
never see a 
Jeep 
materialize  in one
 
piece.
 
percent of the 
licensed smog in-
spection stations do so 
for free. 
However, if smog 
equipment 
has been removed or 
tampered  
with, 
it must be restored before 
a 
smog 
certificate  can be 
issued.
 
Flanigan
 said that if the me-
chanic certifies 
that
 repairs will 
exceed $50, a smog
 certificate will 
be issued 
under  the following con-
ditions: 
 the smog 
equipment  has not 
been tampered with 
 
state  required adjustments 
and minor repairs are 
made to 
lower pollution 
levels  
 all other repairs 
possible 
within the $50 
cost limit have been
 
made 
 the 
repairs made positively 
lower emission 
levels. This is de-
termined
 by the computer
-ana-
lyzer. 
Ken P. Ruinard 
If the repairs 
cannot reduce 
the pollution levels, then
 the vehi-
cle
 owner is referred to 
a state -
qualified  referee station, 
which  
will issue the 
smog certificate. 
Some
 
vehicles  
are  
exempt
 
from 
the 
smog
 
check.
 These
 in-
clude:  
vehicles  
that  
weigh
 more 
than 
8,501  
pounds;
 are 
more 
than  
21 
years  
old;
 are 
powered  
by
 die-
sel, 
electricity  
or non
-petroleum  
fuel and
 vehicles 
that are 
garaged 
outside 
of 
federally
 
designated
 
smog  
areas
 (such 
as 
Monterey  
and
 
some 
parts  of 
Sonoma 
and San 
Diego).
 
Since the program's imple-
mentation, Baggett said, more 
than 6 million cars have been in-
spected, and levels of hydrocar-
bons, carbon monoxide and oxide 
of nitrogen have decreased by 17 
percent.  
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Transit
 
ridership
 
low
 
among
 
SJSU
 
students  
Most
 
commuting
 
students
 
drive
 
to 
campus,
 
ignoring
 
public  
transit
 
By Michelle King 
Only 
about  8.4 percent of peo-
ple at SJSU ride the
 the Santa 
Clara 
County
 Transit system three 
or more days a 
week,  according to 
the 
March  1983 Environmental Im-
pact Report survey
 done for the 
new West Garage. 
The bulk of 
people, 64.8 per-
cent,  still drive their 
cars,  said 
Manager
 of Traffic and Parking 
Operations Henry 
Orbach of the 
survey results. About 
8 percent car 
pool, 3.4 percent ride bikes, and an 
unusually high 13.6 percent walk 
( this figure 
doesn't
 even include 
dorms or the greek system). The 
rest of the 
2.320 people surveyed 
took the bus less than three times a 
week,
 Orbach said. 
But 
the bus -riding students, 
faculty and employees who live in 
San Jose or 
close  by seem to gener-
ally praise the system. Also, Cal -
train commuters 
who use the bus 
also don't 
have
 many complaints. 
"it's a good system. It comes 
on time," 
said  sophomore Alex 
Sheikman, who has been riding the 
buses for the past
 two years. Com-
ing from Hillsdale and Cherry in 
San Jose, it takes him a half-hour 
to get to school everyday. 
"I don't drive because you 
can't park anywhere," he said. 
A Caltrain 
commuter,  senior 
Neli Moody
-Berne,  takes the train 
and the bus everyday from Wood-
side to SJSU. 
"I could 
drive,  but I'd 
rather  
take the train 
and  the bus," 
Moody
-Berne said. "I don't 
want 
to deal with traffic 
or
 parking. and 
I can do other things 
(while she's 
traveling)."
 
Mark Whitefield, who is a pub-
lic communications 
specialist  for 
the Santa 
Clara County Transit 
District, said that 
passenger  satis-
faction
 has increased 
in
 the past 
year.
 The main 
transit office
 has 
been getting more
 compliments 
and fewer complaints. 
"We used to have 
more bus 
breakdowns last 
year,"  Whitefield 
said. "And 
we
 have eliminated the 
transfers and incorporated
 the 
one -day pass." 
The one -day pass, which
 is 
good for unlimited bus rides
 for a 
day, can be 
purchased for
 $1.20
 on 
any bus. The new pass is easier for 
both riders and bus drivers, White -
field said. 
The only real complaints the 
transit system gets now are ones 
concerning the malfunction
 of the 
hydraulic lift equipment that was 
added to 29 of the bus lines to help 
handicapped people to board
 and 
depart from the buses. Whitefield 
said the system
 is working on get-
ting these problems fixed. 
Keith 
Opalewsky, a staff ana-
lyst in the SJSU parking office on 
Seventh 
Street,
 works closely with 
the 
transit system selling bus 
passes  in an effort 
to increase 
ridership.
 Opalewsky said the sale
 
of transit
 Regular Flash Passes
 
for  commuters at SJSU 
has in-
creased since 
subsidizing  started 
 which 
lowered prices. 
Now,  the money 
made
 from 
parking  citations, which is 
usually 
used to 
buy work vans for the park-
ing staff or for projects,
 is used to 
help 
buy part of the bus passes. 
The cost for the 
Regular  Flash 
Pass, 
which  is good for 
one month 
of unlimited
 rides, decreased
 from 
$20 to $15. The
 Express Pass, 
which 
is
 the same as 
the  previous 
one but includes 
express  routes, 
has been 
decreased  in price 
from 
$29 
to $25.
 
"When we 
started
 subsidizing 
last 
year,  sales 
almost
 doubled," 
Opalewsky
 said. 
"Although  they 
went down 
a little when the 
Fourth 
Street
 garage was 
completed 
this
 
year." 
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County  
Transit's 
Fourth and San 
Fernando 
streets 
stop 
provides
 access 
to the valley 
He 
said that some people who 
previously rode  the bus probably 
decided to drive their cars when 
more parking space was provided. 
Bus passes 
purchased  in the 
month of September rose from 
1983  to 1984 from about 275 to 450, 
Opalewsky said. 
But this year, the 
figure went down to 404. 
"We've done surveys in the 
past," Opalewsky 
said. "Overall, 
there's a reasonable praise of the 
system. 
No
 system is going to be 
too 
percent  perfect." 
SJSU 
is serviced by ten bus 
stops on the 
perimeter
 streets of 
the campus. There are six on San 
Carlos, including the new
 bus shel-
ter on 10th and San Carlos streets, 
two on Fourth Street 
and two on 
San Fernando 
Street. Nineteen 
transit
 bus routes service SJSU 
within one-fourth of a mile. 
Bus routes and 
other transit 
information
 can be 
obtained
 at the 
Seventh Street
 parking garage
 of-
fice or 
at
 the Student 
Union  Tran-
sit  Information
 Center. 
The fare for
 people ages 18 to 
64 
to
 ride one bus anywhere is 60 
cents, exact change is required
 
and a Day Pass
 can be purchased 
on any 
bus for $1.20., said 
Mark  
Whitefield, public 
communica-
tions specialist 
for  Santa Clara 
County Transit District.
 
County -wide, a total of about 
116,000 people ride the bus per day, 
which is 
about  3 to 4 percent of 
Santa Clara County's population, 
Whitefield
 said. Ridership is show-
ing a slightly downward trend 
though, and some discount pro-
grams will be 
implemented in the 
near tuture
 to bring back more rid-
ers. One of these programs,
 which 
would affect SJSU,
 will be a free 
ride from downtown
 to any desti-
nation, on one 
bus, from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m.,
 Whitefield said.
 
"One of our
 goals is to 
reduce  
traffic, smog 
and  gridlocks in the 
Valley,
 
Whitetield
 said. 
"The 
County Board
 of 
Supervisors
 has 
asked us to do 
this. 
"In the 
past, the 
buses 
were
 
looked 
at
 as a 
social  
service,"
 
Whitefield  said,  
but we're
 not 
looking
 at them 
that  way now. 
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Moving 
with
 
music
 
Cruise 
and 
be cool
 
with
 the 
right
 
car stereo 
system
 
By Steve Pipe 
You say you 
have
 the baddest 
set of wheels on the street, eh? You 
say your 
machine
 will shut down 
just about anything else around,
 
eh? Cruising to school in a cherry 
car may cause a few heads to 
turn, 
but if you 
don't have the sound sys-
tem to match, better leave 
that
 car 
in the garage.
 
For the low-down
 on car ste-
reos, 
take
 a tour of Stevens Creek 
Boulevard's "Auto Row," a 
stretch of car dealerships and 
car 
stereo stores galore. 
Pacific 
Stereo,
 at 3951 Stevens 
Creek  Blvd. in Santa Clara, is a 
good place to start, with a wide se-
lection of stereos. 
Prices range from $49 
for  a 
simple radio unit to more than $1,-
000 for separate components. 
For the student who wants a 
decent stereo, but doesn't 
want
 to 
hock Mom's jewelry to buy it, Rob-
ert Vass. assistant manager, rec-
ommends a Pioneer. 
"Pioneers
 have good tape 
mechanisms and superior 
tuners." 
Vass
 said. 
Pioneer stereos run in the low -
to medium -price range, from
 
around  
$140 to $250. 
Another good student buy, 
Vass said,  is a Sony stereo, with
 an 
average price of 
around  $200. 
For those willing to spend 
more for better sound, he said a 
Kenwood stereo is a popular unit. 
The price is fairly steep, rang-
ing from $400 to $550, but discrimi-
nating ears may consider the ex-
pense 
worth  it. 
The Kenwood offers different 
types of noise reduction, digital 
tuning with a search capability, 
and a feature that allows
 the 
driver to listen to the radio while 
the tape is rewinding or forward-
ing. 
One of the newest devel-
opments in car stereos is the car 
compact -disc player. CDPs 
have 
been available for home use for 
some time 
now, but it has only 
been in the last six months or so 
that the technology has come to 
the auto, Vass said. 
As 
with  home CDPs, a laser
 
"reads" the music on the tape. The 
difference in 
sound is startling, as 
if the musicians 
are playing in the 
back seat. 
"CD players have the best re-
production of sound you can possi-
bly get," Vass said. "They have in-
creased dynamic range, 
no 
background noise and greater sen-
sitivity in tuning." 
Prices range from about $500 
for a player only to $629 for a  
player 
with  AM -FM radio 
Now that 
you've
 purchased 
your stereo, it's time to look at 
speakers. A good place to start is 
right across the street from Pa-
cific, at Car Stereo Company, 3910 
Stevens
 Creek. 
Speakers, like stereos, are a 
matter of individual preference. 
Which one 
do you pick? 
Searching for 
the perfect car stereo, two 
prospective  
assistant manager Scott 
Leandres  
said.
 
There are 
speakers available 
for a rock -bottom $20,
 but the aver-
age price is 
$70 to $80 a pair. 
Leandres said. 
Kenwood,
 Infinity and 
JBL are 
three 
popular
 brand names in this 
price range, he said. 
Two 
speakers,  fitted to 
the  
door panels, may be 
enough  for 
some people,
 Leandres said, but 
others
 may opt for an 
extra  set in 
the rear of 
their  car. 
"Generally, we don't
 sell more 
than four 
speakers to a customer,
 
but
 you do get guys
 who don't 
really 
know
 anything about 
speak-
ers, and want a 
lot more in their 
car," Leandres said. 
More
 and more, he said, peo-
ple are building separate 
systems 
for their cars. 
One such system is called a 
"crossover network,"
 a dividing 
network that directs bass 
to the 
woofer, and divides sound to the
 
appropriate octave. 
It  costs 
about $240. 
"Separate systems
 can get ex-
pensive, because you have 
to uses 
lot 
of power," 
Leandres
 said. Most 
car 
speakers  have just five 
or six 
watts,  he said, but 
separate sys-
tems can 
put out up to 200 
watts of 
power 
Separate systems
 typically 
have 
one  amp for the bass, one
 
amp for the mid
-ranges,
 and one 
amp for the 
tweeters.
 
A fairly recent 
development  in 
speakers is 
the brand 
name,  
Kicker. 
"They're self-contained pack -
11. 
customers
 look 
the 
latest 
tuners 
ages," 
Leandres 
said.  "People
 
who own 
hatchbacks  
really  like 
them. 
"You can set 
them
 in the back 
of your 
car, and they 
give out 
about 100 
watts  a channel.
 They 
have
 more power 
and clarity 
than
 
panel
-mounted  
speakers.
 They're 
incredibly 
efficient." 
All of this 
is well and good,
 but 
ultimately,  it is up 
to the customer
 
to decide 
which  speaker
 is best 
suited to 
his needs. 
"Every 
customer  is 
differ-
ent," 
said John 
Hurley, 
a 
salesman at 
Car Stereo. 
"When  a 
customer  comes in to 
look at 
speakers, I 
ask  him what kind of 
car
 he has and how 
much money 
he wants 
to spend. 
"Then I 
ask what kind of 
music 
he likes. If he listens
 to rock. 
I 
may recommend
 a different 
speaker 
than
 the one I may 
sell to 
a customer who 
enjoys classical 
music."  
Another  stereo 
component  
that more 
drivers
 are opting for
 is 
the equalizer,
 which 
enables
 
greater variety 
of tone control. 
"Equalizers
 are a big 
Christmas  item this 
year,' said 
Frank 
McMillan, manager of 
Ste-
reo Scene, 3233 Stevens
 Creek. 
Equalizer prices 
at
 his store 
range from 
$39.95 to $300. 
The  most 
expensive 
are passive 
equalizers,  
which 
"enable  you 
to hook up 
sepa-
rate 
amps so 
that
 each amp 
ampli-
fies only 
a certain 
frequency,"
 he 
said.  
These aren't for 
everybody,  
however. A lot of people use equal-
izer boosters in their cars, which 
Ron  
Cocker'Ile
 
among  the 
barrage
 of 
and 
speakers.  
put 
out 10 more watts per channel, 
and are "a dime a dozen," McMil-
lan 
said. 
Stereos, speakers, and equal-
izers are a big investment. What 
about security to protect this in-
vestment? 
Vass said the most important 
aspect of 
security  is protection and 
concealment. 
Vass said separate compo-
nents, 
such
 as amplifiers and 
equalizers, can be tucked under
 a 
seat or kept in the glovebox. 
Kenwood 
makes  a stereo 
with  
a theft
-prevention chassis, 
he said. 
which slides off
 and can be carried  
by 
the driver. 
Car 
Stereo
 gets orders
 to re-
place
 stolen or 
vandalized
 stereos 
at least two
 or three times a day.
 
Hurley
 said. 
Indeed, a 
Volvo was in 
the 
store's garage with 
one of its win-
dows smashed 
on
 the day of this in-
terview. Loose wires dangling 
from the dash were all 
that re-
mained of the 
stereo.  
Hurley said the cars he sees as 
the biggest 
targets  of theft are 
Rabbits, 
BMWs,  Jettas, and Cell-
cas, which are easier for thieves 
to
 
get 
into. 
"They 
thieves)
 can get into a 
car in less than
 a minute," he said. 
adding it's important 
to get an 
alarm as 
the most effective deter-
rent. 
There are just as many alarms 
on the market 
as there are stereos, 
but one of the latest 
and best, 
according to 
Hurley, is the remote 
control shock sensing alarm. 
The alarm
 senses shock waves 
to the car and sounds an alarm for 
30 seconds, then 
stops  and resets 
again in case
 the thief returns. 
Other security devices are a 
lock box that goes
 over the stereo 
unit, selling at Car 
Stereo for about 
$50. and a 
decoy,
 that only costs
 a 
few dollars. 
"You place
 it over the  front of 
the
 unit, and it makes it look 
cheap. 
Thieves  won't want to 
bother with it," Leandres said. 
And there's the beautiful 
irony. After all the money shelled 
out to get a great sound system, 
the proud owner may have to 
turn  
around and buy a cheap piece of 
plastic with fake dials and knobs 
to 
make the stereos look dirt
 cheap. 
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The 
Mustang
 
experience
 
4reftv.L I 
1965 Ford 
Mustang 
By 
Rob  Gibbany 
For me, the 
decision was 
easy. 
I knew what 
kind of car I 
wanted 
 a bright, 
shiny  1965 
Ford  Mustang  
and, after much
 
searching
 and 
researching,
 I fi-
nally found
 one. 
It wasn't
 easy to find, 
but it 
was  worth it. It's 
fun
 to drive, set-
tling in 
behind the wheel
 and 
starting
 the powerful 
V-8  engine. 
hearing it 
roar
 to life and 
then  
taking it 
out  for a spin. 
Mustangs  are the 
kind of cars 
you
 can take 
out  for a spin 
with-
out feeling 
silly. That's 
what 
they're 
meant  for -- 
driving  for 
the sheer pleasure of driving. 
It's hard to imagine taking a 
Chevy Chevette
 or a Ford Escort 
out just for the 
fun of it. These 
types 
of cars are functional, but 
not jun. 
I'm not the only one who en-
joys the "Mustang experience:" 
Mustangs 
from the mid- to late -
1960s  especially the 1965 and 
1966 models  are among the 
most popular
 late -model cars on 
the road today. 
There  are many 
reasons
 for 
this, 
including  their reliability 
and ease of repair 
as well as their 
high resale value. 
As an 
example
 of the 
invest-
ment potential of 
Mustangs.
 I 
bought my 1965 'Stang
 2 -door 
hardtop in 1982 for $2,850. Three 
years later, the
 going market 
rate for this car is at least $4,000. 
By comparison, in 1980,
 a 
brand-new
 Mustang 2 -door sedan 
would have cost $5,416. Today, 
the same car sells for about
 
$4,085. 
I didn't buy my car 
simply  
because I 
wanted  to make money 
when 
I sold it. It just doesn't 
make sense to me  to buy 
a car 
while at the 
same time making 
plans to sell it. 
I bought my Mustang be-
cause it's a driver's car. When 
I'm driving it, I feel like I'm part 
of
 some Beach Boys video 
("We'll have fun, fun, fun 'til 
Daddy takes the Mustang 
away.").
 
However,  
owning  and 
driving  
one of these 
machines isn't all 
fun 
and games  it's a lot
 of work, 
too. 
For one thing, you have to 
constantly be on 
the lookout for 
gas stations. Economy wasn't on 
the mind of Lee Iacocca in 1964 
when  he helped design the Mus-
tang with a V-8 and a 4 -barrel 
carburetor. Because 
of these 
powerful features, the average 
Mustang gets about
 12 miles per 
gallon, just slightly 
better  than 
your typical Army tank. 
I've probably gotten more 
compliments  on my 'Stang from 
service station attendants 
than 
anyone else, which isn't 
surpris-
ing since my 
car and thousands 
others like it have 
probably  been 
almost 
single-handedly responsi-
ble for keeping Saudi 
Arabia  and 
the rest of OPEC in business. 
Service station
 attendants 
aren't the only ones to praise the 
fine lines of my 
car,
 though. An-
other 
group  of professionals also 
seem particularly impressed  
those friendly,  
ever -helpful men 
and women who hand out the tick-
ets on our highways. 
A few years 
ago. I was driv-
ing north on 
Highway  101 through
 
the  farmland near 
King
 City and 
was pulled over 
for  speeding by a 
smiling CHP officer. He raved
 
about my car,
 saying he'd always 
wanted  one like it and asking me 
how much I paid for it and how 
long I'd had it. 
Only after a few 
minutes of 
this 
friendly  chatter did he tell 
me that, unfortunately, 
he was 
going  to have to give me a ticket
 
nothing
 
like it 
for
 speeding. 
I didn't ask him
 if he'd picked 
me 
out from amongst the 
crowd  
of speeders because 
of the kind of 
car I was 
driving. I didn't have 
to 
 he had pulled 
over one other 
car 
out of the pack. By 
coin-
cidence, it was also a 
'65 Mus-
tang. 
Thus,
 the biggest joy in own-
ing a classic likes Mustang  the 
fact that it's 
distinctive  and 
stands out 
from
 the crowd  is 
Mustangs are 
the 
kind of 
cars you 
can 
take out
 for a spin 
without feeling
 
silly.
 
probably  also one
 of its biggest
 
disadvantages.
 
Mustangs 
get noticed
 where 
other
 cars 
don't. 
The 
average
 
CHP  officer
 probably
 
wouldn't
 be 
very
 likely
 to 
ticket
 a 
1973 
Capri  
anyway,
 since 
these 
cars  have
 a 
top 
speed  of 
only  about
 25 mph
 
(on a 
downhill
 
grade).
 
The 
beauty
 of Mustangs, as 
compared to other classic 
sporty
 
cars such as 
Maseratis or Bent-
leys,
 is that their style 
and  distin-
tiveness 
doesn't
 cost an arm and 
a leg. 
The average 
Mustang is not 
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cheap 
for a 
used
 car. 
The  aver-
age  cost 
to
 but one 
is about
 $5,000. 
But 
it's
 not that
 hard to 
get one 
much 
cheaper.  It 
just  takes 
some 
leg 
work
 and
 
some eye 
work, 
scanning the
 classifieds 
) 
Also, Mustang parts are 
readily available, which isn't
 
true of some cars 
that
 are only 
half as old, and they aren't too ex-
pensive. What's more, the basic, 
straight -forward engine design 
means that even 
novices
 like me 
can do repairs that 
only
 a me-
chanic
 could do on any car made 
after 
1975.  
Making 
repairs
 on a 
Mustang  
is like 
making  a carrot 
cake from 
scratch using 
Grandma's  old rec-
ipe  it 
takes  a lot of 
ingenuity,  
some
 guesswork and 
a little bit of 
luck. But it's fun.
 
Though  it's 
fun to 
make  
minor 
repairs  to 
a Mustang.
 I 
don't want 
to get too 
carried 
away
  I'm 
not  saying I 
had a 
barrel
 of laughs 
when
 my genera-
tor took a 
hike a few 
years ago
 
and 
stranded 
me in the 
middle  of 
the 
Southern  California
 desert. 
In their 
book,  "The Great
 
American 
Convertible,"  
Robert  
Wieder and 
George Hall
 call the 
Mustang 
"one of the few
 really 
bulletproof  cars",
 meaning 
"nothing bad 
can be said of 
one."  
I wouldn't go that far. As with 
any car, things
 can (and do) go 
wrong. But I've never regretted 
the choice 
I made three years ago 
when I decided to buy my pony
 
Buying
 an 
exotic  
car not a 
familiar
 
scene
 to 
students
 
By 
Antoinette
 Fieshman
 
Imagine. 
. . driving 
up to 
a 
very  
special
 car 
dealer  in 
Los 
Gatos
 ( in 
your 
about -town 
Porsche)  and 
choosing 
your  latest 
favorite  
color
 and model
 of a Fer-
rari. 
Actually,
 it's 
always 
been
 
and always
 will be  
red. 
Commanding
 the 
respect
 and 
attentiveness  
of the 
salesman,
 you 
pull
 out your
 Gucci 
billfold 
and  
write out 
a check for
 $63,000. 
Voila. 
you've 
just 
purchased  
this
 year's 
new toy. 
This 
scenario  
is
 not one
 that is  
familiar 
to
 students 
but it is 
a 
level of 
success 
that many
 hope 
to
 
reach. Most
 financially
 successful
 
graduates
 will 
acquire  
the
 title 
of
 
yuppie.
 It's 
a must 
for  the 
young  
urban 
professional
 to 
have the
 
yuppie
 car of 
the  '80s  
a BMW. 
The 
majority  
of BMW 
buyers  
are 24 
to 37 years
 old. 
"With
 (the 
yuppies),  
I would 
say the
 three
-series
 are 
most
 popu-
lar, 
mainly  
because  
they're  
most  
affordable,"
 said a 
salesman 
at 
Stevens 
Creek BMW
-Subaru. 
Model 318 sells for
 $19,000 and 
the 325 sells
 for $25,000. 
BMW 
deal-
ers 
lease their automobiles fre-
quently 
because people who are in 
outside sales, who have
 to drive 
often, can 
deduct it for taxes, the 
BMW salesman said. 
This 
salesman
 said 
that 
the 
longevity
 and
 
performance
 of a 
BMW 
is 
basically
 the 
same  
as
 a 
Mercedes-Benz. 
"Our car 
is
 a 
driv-  
cent 
of
 
Ferrari 
buyers
 pay cash. 
ing person's 
car  and 
)the
 
Mer-  
"They have  Ferrari's
 for a 
plea -
cedes
-Benz)  is a 
riding 
person's
 
sure
 basis 
-- for 
fun."  
said  a Los 
car," 
the  BMW 
salesman 
said.  
GatospeoFeprlerarwi  shae 
lespmurachase these
 
That's  why 
their  sales 
slogan
 says 
a BMW
 is,
 "The 
ultimate
 
driving
 
according 
ghavethto 
prothvee anyFtheirnega,e': 
machine." 
Nonetheless,  
the
 
Mercedes- 
salesman.
usually 
very nice 
Benz 
buyer  has 
far
 different 
char-
acteristics  in 
finances 
and status 
than the 
BMW buyer
 Nine out
 of 
10 
people  who 
enter  Smythe
 Euro-
pean 
Mercedes-Benz
 
dealership
 
are in 
the market 
to actually 
buy  a 
Mercedes-Benz.
 
"Surprisingly
 enough, we 
don't have any 'joy riders' of 
Mer-
cedes." a 
salesman said. 
"Most  of 
our 
consumers
 
are  
owners  of 
companies
 or 
executives  
for the 
industries
 that 
are 
around
 
the 
valley,"  
the 
Mercedes  
salesman
 said. 
Model
 190, 
which 
sells  for 
ap-
proximately
 
$26,000, 
is picking
 up 
some  
buyers  
from 
the  
middle
 
class. 
The 
avid  
Mercedes-Benz
 
lover
 115 
to 20 
percent
 of 
them
 
trade 
in their
 car 
for the
 new 
model.
 "I 
have
 one 
used 
'85  SL 
on
 
the floor
 right 
now 
with  1,200 
miles 
on 
it
 and 
it
 will 
go
 for a 
little 
less 
than 
the  
'86,"
 the 
Mercedes
 
salesman
 
said.  
Just
 think,
 the 
most 
expensive
 
and 
popular  
model 
(the
 560 
SEC) 
is 
$60,000  
and 
25 
percent  
of 
Mer-
cedesFe-Beevnz,000buymerseepae,y3hcatseho.
 
pee -
'Most 
of our 
consumers
 are
 
owners
 of 
companies
 or 
executives.'
 
Mercedes salesman 
and easy to deal 
with
 when they 
see 
what
 they want If 
someone
 
comes in to buy a 
Porsche (Los 
Gatos  Ferrari sells 
used 
Porsches). they 
might  be a little 
bit 
'uppity' and 
'persnickety'
 
when the Ferrari
 buyer may 
have
 
a Porsche for everyday
 commut-
ing),"
 he said. 
Touche!
 
People in 
the medical 
profes-
sion, especially
 dentists, are
 fre-
quent 
buyers
 of the 
Lotus.  Sounds 
like 
some sort of 
bug, but this 
fa-
vored 
"cobalt
 blue" 
color  auto-
moble 
sells  for 
$52,000.  
Fifteen  
per-
cent of Lotus buyers pay
 cash, said 
a Loose Jim 
Lotus Dealership 
saleswoman. 
These large 
figures are just 
money to blow 
for the rich profes-
sional
 of the Silicon Valley. 
Many 
financially well-off
 people buy Vol-
vos outright to serve 
as
 a knock 
around
 family 
car.
 The most 
popu-
lar
 765 Turbo
 Gas 
Automatic  
is 
$25,000. Can you
 picture how teen-
agers 
of 
Volvos -for
-family
-car
 
owners  
whine?  
"Mom. 
I don't 
wanna 
take 
just
 the 
Volvo  to-
night... 
Can't I 
take the 
Mer-
cede,'" 
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Rental
 
jungle  is 
tameable  
By 
Herb 
Muktarian
 
A 
quick drive past car 
rental 
row at 
the San Jose International 
Airport can show
 whether it is a 
busy day or a slow day
 for local 
rental 
companies.  
An empty lot 
means  that there 
are  plenty of business 
travelers
 
coming into the
 airport, or a full lot 
of cars means business is 
a little 
slow. 
In either case, the 
require-
ments 
for a student to rent cars 
are simple. 
At National Car Rental
 and 
Avis Rent A Car, 
the age require-
ment for renting a 
shiny, new car 
is 18. 
This  means that all but the 
youngest SJSU freshmen have met 
the requirements. 
However,  age 
requirements 
vary.  At Hertz Rent 
A Car, you
 need to be 21. 
The next requirements vary 
depending on the 
company.  Avis 
and Hertz require
 a major credit 
card, like Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express or 
an in-house 
credit card. Avis and Hertz don't 
cash qualify
 customers. 
But National will 
rent
 to stu-
dents on a cash basis. To rent with 
cash, the prospective 
customer 
must: 
-have worked at the same place 
for at least six
 months, 
have  a telephone number in his 
or her own name that is listed in 
the telephone book or through di-
rectory assistance, 
r pass a credit check done by the 
company.  
Processing a cash qualifica-
tion form takes time, soil is a good 
idea to fill it out as far in advance 
as 
possible.  
National does charge $3 extra 
per day if the renter is under the 
age of 25. 
Rental 
car company
 exec-
utives and newsletters claim 
that
 
insurance rates are the blight of 
the industry. The amount of money 
that 
companies  must pay to insure 
cars is phenomenal, and it is one of 
the greatest single expenses 
paid
 
out 
by the companies. 
This 
brings 
up 
another  
consid-
When
 
renting
 a 
car,  
it is 
also 
a 
good
 
idea  
to
 
make
 
an
 
advance
 
reservation,
 and
 
request
 a 
reservation
 
number.
 
eration for 
the prospective
 renter. 
Whether to 
accept  a collision 
dam-
age 
waiver.
 Confused? 
CDW is not 
an
 insurance, but a 
release of 
responsibility. Rental 
cars are 
completely  insured 
by
 the 
parent company, with the 
excep-
tion of a 
$3,000 deductible
 for dam-
age to the car. 
The renter 
has the choice of 
taking CDW 
at $7.95 per day
 or 
going out
 on the road with
 a $3000 
liability attached
 to the car. 
Hitting 
the  road with no 
CDW 
means
 that you are 
responsible  for 
any damage 
to
 the car, even if it is 
not 
your
 fault. If your 
rental  car 
gets tagged in the
 parking lot, your 
wallet 
loses.  
If
 the renter 
takes  CDW 
he
 or 
she 
can  get rear
-ended
 by an 18-
wheeler 
and  not pay 
a dime. Of 
course,
 rental 
companies
 have the 
provision
 that if you pile up the car 
while driving recklessly
 or negli-
gently, CDW 
coverages  are void 
and 
you become liable for the en-
tire cost of the car. 
Some insurance 
companies  
may 
cover  all or part 
of the
 
$3,000  
liabilty, so 
check with the 
com-
pany before renting 
a car. If the 
company doesn't cover 
or you 
don't have
 a car, it might be a good 
idea to take the
 CDW because you 
never 
know  when 
someone
 in a '57 
Plymouth will 
stick a fin into your 
rented 
stallion.  
When renting a car, it is also a 
good idea to make an 
advance res-
ervation, 
and request a reserva-
tion number. Reservations do get 
lost 
occasionally,  and having a res-
ervation number may 
mean the 
difference 
between
 whether or not  
you get a 
car. 
Find out 
what all the compa-
nies requirements
 and restrictions 
are. They vary from company to 
company so you need to ask if you 
change companies. 
A 
person looking to rent a 
car  
can find almost 
anything to suit 
their
 wants. Car 
rental  companies 
rent 
everything  from 
economical  
Nissan 
Sentras to Lincoln Town
 
Cars to 
Chevy Camaros 
and  
Toyota  Celicas. 
Some  of 
these 
cost
 more 
than 
others, 
and some
 of the
 age 
re-
quirements  
change 
when 
renting  
Pontiac
 
Trans  
Ams  or 
Celica 
Su-
pras,  but 
overall 
the 
average
 
stu-
dent 
can find
 a 
comfortable,
 reli-
able car
 for 
taking  off
 for the
 
weekend,
 
when
 you 
don't 
want  to 
risk it 
in your
 1978 
Datsun 
B210 
with
 the 
bald  tires
 and 
leaking 
ra-
diator. 
How
 
to make 
car rental
 easier 
By Herb Mukta rian
 
Renting a car for 
the  first time 
can be a 
harrowing 
experience.  It 
can be virtually 
impossible to re-
member
 to ask about 
all  the rules 
and regulations,
 especially when 
you 
don't  know what they are. 
The following 
is a checklist of 
things to 
remember
 when 
renting
 
a 
car.  
r The first thing 
you might 
want to do 
is pull out 
your
 trusty 
yellow pages 
and  do a little com-
parative
 shopping. 
Rates vary
 
from place
 to place and 
depending  
what 
day of the 
week it is. 
Car 
rental 
companies  are 
listed under 
Automotive/Rentals
 and 
Leasing  
r It helps
 to call the 
company of 
your
 choice's toll free 
reservation 
number, 
which  is usually 
listed  in 
the phone 
book.  When you 
make 
your reservation
 ask for your 
res-
ervation number
 and write it 
down. 
r 
If
 you want a 
specific  type of 
car, now is the time to request it. 
Bear in mind 
that
 the companies 
can not guarantee this. 
r Next, call
 the office where you 
made the reservation,
 and find out 
the 
age and credit 
requirements,  
and  the rates. 
Ask  for the persons
 
name
 that you talked to and write 
it down along with 
the rates. 
r Call 
your  insurance 
company  to 
find out if you 
are at all covered
 in 
a rental 
car. If you aren't
 you have 
to decide if you 
want collision dam-
age 
waiver.  
...Make sure you have 
your valid 
drivers 
license
 and credit identifi-
cation. If you are renting on cash,
 
you usually 
need
 to fill out a cash 
qualification  form anywhere 
from 
two to five days in advance, so ask. 
r Ask the counter person to ex-
plain all insurances, and how long 
your rate is good. 
Find out what the rules are for 
gasoline. 
Ask who else, if anyone, may 
drive the car, and when.
 
r Check to see if you need to re-
turn the car where you rent it or if 
you can return it to another loca-
tion. 
r If you are making a trip and 
leaving the car 
somewhere,
 like 
L.A., find out if there are any drop 
off charges, or if a one-way rate is 
available.  
r Ask where you need to call in 
case the car dies somewhere. 
r Make sure the right rate is on 
the 
contract. If you are not sure 
where to look, ask them to 
show
 
you. If it is wrong, ask them to 
change it on the contract. 
r Check the outside and inside of 
the car for damage, and 
check  to 
make sure all of the lights and 
equipment are 
working.  Check the 
gas gauge. If there is any damage 
to the car ask them to write it on 
your contract so you aren't 
blamed, or if it is not full ask them 
to fill it up or write
 on  your con-
tract the correct gas level. 
r Make sure 
you keep the contract
 
in the 
car with you 
because  this is 
all you 
have that says 
you're sup-
posed to have 
the car. 
Keep an eye 
on your keys 
Rental
 car companies can
 charge 
up to $25 to 
come  out and bring you 
new keys if you lose 
them, or to 
break
 into the car for 
you, 
Don't 
worry
 about
 
being  a 
pain, 
because  
car 
rental  
employ  
ees 
do
 get 
paid to 
tell 
you  these
 
things.
 If 
you  run 
into a 
situation
 
where  
someone
 
cannot  
explain
 
something
 to 
you 
adequately
 
or
 
gives  you
 a bad
 time,
 ask 
to speak
 
to 
a 
manager.  
And if 
you 
still  feel 
there
 is a 
problem,
 ask 
for a 
tele-
phone  
number
 for 
complaints.
 
The  undisputed champ 
at 
putting  things off 
By Kathy Keesey 
Procrastination is a com-
mon vice  especially
 among 
college 
students.  In fact, most 
students will probably 
claim  to 
be the worst
 procrastinator 
around. 
I must 
admit,  however 
(and
 many who know me 
will 
agree,) that
 I currently hold 
that title and can't 
be
 easily 
ousted.  
I 
had never been proud
 of 
this position as 
reigning  world 
champion 
procrastinator.
 But it 
had  never been
 a serious 
enough fault 
that I had thought
 
to 
change  it. I mean, 
ignoring 
my school 
assignments
 and 
personal finances
 until their ab-
solute
 deadlines had never 
cost  
me much 
more than a few 
nights of sleep. 
Then 
came 
the  
problems
 
with 
my
 car. 
Of 
course,
 I 
had -
chosen
 to 
ignore  
those  
warning  
signs 
that my 
car 
wasn't  in the
 
best 
shape.
 
"The muffler 
doesn't  really 
need to 
be
 fixed just yet," I 
told 
myself. "Nor 
does
 the clutch, 
horn, 
seats  or brakes." I even 
put off fixing 
my lights. 
Finally, my 
brakes
 were so 
bad that I had to bring my car 
into the 
shop. 
This was 
my first lesson 
in 
what 
problem 
avoidance  
can  
cause. 
My
 car was 
so
 bad off 
that  it would
 cost at 
least $1500
 
just  to make 
it safe enough
 to 
drive. 
Then  my second
 lesson: I 
had left 
my finances
 in such 
ne-
glect that 
I did not even
 have 
$100. The only 
choice I had was
 
to get a loan 
and therefore
 get a 
new 
car.
 
More  
lessons  
in the 
effects
 
of
 
avoidance
 
were
 yet 
to
 come.
 
I 
could  not 
get a 
loan
 
without
 
my parents 
co-signing  it. But 
they knew  
about my "why do 
today 
what can be done 
next 
month" tendencies 
and they in-
sisted that
 I sell my car 
before  
they signed
 anything. 
I put this 
horrible  task off 
for a couple days. When I fi-
nally did put some ads in pa-
pers the 
responses
 from pro-
spective
 buyers were horrible. 
The only person
 really inter-
ested was some 
lady who 
wanted
 to pay me half the 
money, 
take the car, and then 
pay me half later.
 Well, this 
didn't sound
 too good so I told 
her no. But a few
 more weeks 
with 
my parents complaining 
about  my old heap in the 
drive-
way  and I decided to call her 
back.  
"Even  if she does 
only pay 
me half I 
will  be getting 
more
 
than
 what a car 
dealer would 
give 
me,"
 I said to 
myself  to ap-
pease the voice
 of doubt 
shout-
ing in the
 back of 
my
 head. 
The lady paid half, 
signed a 
note saying she would pay the 
other 
half in a week, and drove 
off  in my car. A week later and 
there was no 
word from her. I 
dug out her 
phone number from 
my files II was 
now attempting 
to be organized
 and do things 
immediately)  but 
I was in-
formed 
that
 "there was 
no
 
longer anyone at 
that  number" 
and 
there was no 
forwarding  
one. I then 
went  to the address 
she had
 given me, only to 
find 
that there was 
no such place.
 
Now I 
am attempting
 to 
track 
down
 the 
lady.  What
 I 
need to do,
 a lawyer 
friend  told 
me, 
is to fill out
 a form 
at
 the 
DMV 
asking  for her
 current 
ad-
dress. 
I plan 
to
 do that
 next 
week. 
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Decisions,
 
decisions   
It's
 
easy
 
to 
find
 
a 
used  
car  
or
 a 
brand-new
 
one;
 
the
 trick
 is 
to 
drive 
home
 
a 
peach,
 not
 a 
lemon
 
By Julie Tilsner 
THE
 
REASONS
 for 
buying a 
used instead 
of a new
 car or vice
 
versa  are highly 
individual.
 
Small  considerations
 such 
as
 income and the type of 
car to 
be
 bought are 
important 
factors.  This can 
make the whole decision -
making process
 long and 
frustrating.  
No doubt everyone 
would love to be able to go 
into the nearest Jaguar  
dealership
 and point to the 
loaded black Jag and say in 
a bored voice, "I'll take 
that one." 
Unfortunately,
 
few students can get away 
with
 this. 
The trials
 and 
tribulations of deciding to 
buy a new or used 
car  is a 
subject every salesman can 
talk an ear off with, but 
some very useful 
information can be gained. 
Of the six car 
dealerships questioned, all 
sold both new and used 
cars, although two 
specialized
 in the used 
variety. Every dealer 
agreed that, given a choice, 
more people would buy
 a 
new
 car instead of a used 
one. 
Dave Rubenstein,
 a 
salesman with Key 
Chevrolet in Cupertino said 
it also depended on the 
season, the current 
market  
and current 
interest  rates. 
One of the
 more 
worrisome 
questions
 
plaguing used car buyers is,
 
"how difficult is it to fiM a 
good, solid used car?" 
Dealers  agreed
 that if 
one is 
willing to 
do the 
"homework."
 
finding 
a 
reliable 
used car 
isn't  too 
hard at all.
 
"People
 like 
to keep 
up 
with the
 latest 
car 
trends,"
 said
 Charlie
 
Ware.
 General
 Manager 
of 
Downtown
 
Datsun  in 
San  
Jose. 
"They'll
 drive 
a car 
for two
 or 
three  
years,  
an
 
then 
trade  it in 
for their
 
next
 one.
 Most 
of
 our 
used  
cars 
just 
aren't  that
 old." 
Doug  Young,
 
executive
 vice 
president  
o 
Sunnyvale
 
Porsche
-Audi,  
cars for 
their lot,"
 he said.
 
agreed. 
"We 
'cherry
-pick,' 
that is, 
"Most  new car
 dealers 
we'll 
keep  the 
nicest  trade
-
will 
bring  in the 
best  used 
in cars 
for  our lot 
and  we'll 
wholesale
 the 
rougher,
 
questionable
 cars 
out." 
Paul 
Freitas
 of Avis 
Used Car
 Sales 
said
 
Toyota 
Corollas
 were
 the 
best 
used  cars 
to buy in 
terms
 of 
maintenance.
 
"It's 
easy to 
find  a 
'abed
 car," 
he said. 
"But  
finding
 a 
quality
 used
 car 
is 
another
 
matter."  
It is 
always 
harder 
to 
sell 
or buy 
a used
 car,
 
according
 to 
the 
dealers  
questioned.
 
This
 is 
due 
to 
bank's
 
hesitation
 
to 
give  
loans  
for 
purchasing
 
used
 
cars.  
The 
classified
 
ads  
are  a 
way
 to 
advertise
 
used  
cars,
 
but  
dealers
 
have  
some
 
advice  
for 
those
 
looking
 to 
buy  
such
 a 
car 
from  
an 
individual.
 
"If 
you're
 
willing  
to 
do
 
the  leg
 
work
 
and  
look  
at
 
enough
 
cars,  
check
 
everything
 
out, 
then
 
sure."
 
:Young
 
said,  
"buy 
a 
used
 
car
 
from
 
the  
classifieds.
 
There  
is a 
good  
buy 
out 
there."
 
Beware,
 though,
 every 
dealer  warned
 that 
with  an 
individual
 
seller,  
warrantees
 and
 legal
 
backup  
are  not 
guaranteed
 
"If 
you buy a 
car from 
an 
individual,
 and it 
blows  
up as 
soon
 as you 
get  it 
around  the 
corner, 
there's  
nothing
 for you
 to go 
back 
on," 
Young  said.
 -With a 
large
 franchise
 such 
as 
ours,  we've
 got a lot
 of 
money
 invested
 in our
 
reputation."
 
Young  
said
 that 
any car 
of 
limited  
availability
 will 
usually
 
appreciate  
in value.
 
All 
others
 
depreciate.
 
"Porsches
 go 
up." he 
said.
 "Any 
high  
demand,
 
limited
 
make  is 
a better
 
return
 for 
your 
dollar.  
The  
1965 Mustang is 
worth
 
much
 
more
 now 
than  it 
was  20 
years 
ago. 
Most
 
everything  
else 
goes  down." 
"Classics." 
Freitas 
said.
 "Any 
car  that 
is
 kept 
in good 
condition  
should 
at
 
least
 hold
 its 
value  
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NEW  
1986  
MODELS!
 
OUR  
CHOW  
$86
 
986
 
DOWN
 
MONTH
 
With 
credit  ok,
 only 
S86  down.
 Then 
only 
S186  per 
month 
for 60 
months.  
Annual
 
Percentage  
Rate 
18.26°..  
Your  
Choice:
 New
 1986 
Nissan 
Sentra 2 
Dr. 
with 
5-spd.
 or 
New  1986
 Nissan
 Pickup
 with 
Std. Bed
 & 
5-spd.
 Oiler  
Expires
 
11-30-85
 
DOWN
-TOWN
 E 
COM
 E 
ALIVE,
 
COME
 
AND
 
DRIVE
 
DAUM-
 
443
 West 
Santa Clara 
Street,
 
Down
-town  
San  
Jose
 
287-7411
 
